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W h a t is y o u r
p r e f e r e n c e in a r e 
p e a t i n g s h o t g u n —h a n d o p erated o r au toload in g?

If hand-operatrd, you know the Remington-UiYlC Pum p Gun. Everybody knows it
If autoloading, then get your dealer to show you
\
the Remington-UMC Autoloading Shotgun — an arm
L that is performing in a way to show sportsmen that here
at last is an autoloading shotgun that works.
Remington-UMC Repeating and Autoloading Shotguns
are sold by dealers everywhere. Find the one who shows
the T^ed B all Mark o f T^cmington-UMC— the sign of Sports
men s Headquarters. He's the man.

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING

T a keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right, use Rem

Oil, the new powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun
lubricant.

r -

Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

-«'*)

R E M IN G T O N A.RMS-UNION M E T A L L IC C A R TR ID G E CO.
299 Broadway
New York

G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E .

S. S. CONVENTION
SUCCESSFUL ONE

September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine.
Grant’s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
shall keep open during the hunting season. WTite us for reservations.
ED G R A N T & SON CO.

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S B*1‘*

f

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmeruntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine

LAKEW O O D GAMPS,

M id dl e da m , M a in e

¡?;j

|

One o f the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mile river affords the best of
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.

BLAKESLEE LAKE GAM PS
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. '
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4 ■
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. W rite for booklet.
.
JOSEPH H. W H IT E , Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
H » ♦ ♦ o »o o »o

Mountain View House j
Mountain View» Maine
Por farther particulars write or address

L. E. B O W LE Y ,
Mountain Yiew,
*
»
*

Maine. |

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

PRIZES OFFERED
BY HJC. MERWIN

This wonderful fishing ^nd vacation section is situated on a
high tableland in
N O R T H -W E S T E R N

M A IN E

with an ideal climate for the sumrnar vacationist, being situated approximately
2,000 feet above the aea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and com fortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those
preferring this class o f amusement.

The SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
»sues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn
shed upon application to
.

F. N. BEAL,

General Passenger Agent,

Had a Bunch of Them .

Laddie was greatly impressed when
the new baby turned out to be twins.
Seeing his aunt coming, he rushed to
the door and fairly bristling with ex
citement shouted: "O, auntie, come
right in; we’ve got the awfullest
hunch of kids.”

Phillips, Maine.

Read th e advertisem ents En Maine
W oods.

BUTTERFLIES
and moths wanted for « r i l e » « * .

Highest prices paid

were re-elected with t ie exception er, to be judged mainly by the concf Mrs. B. F. Makepeace who at her dition of the horses: The first prize,
own urgent request was relieved o f1a silver medal,, or ten dollars; the
the duties cf secretary and treasurer second prize, four dollars; the third
which she has faithfully
performed prize, two dollars.
for eight years.
A rising vote was
Also three prize fors above
aand mounts for a horse of any kind or
The Franklin County Association taken expressing the thanks
appreciaticr, w ‘ <i;h all the members' weight to be owned and driven at
of the association feel to
Mrs. least six months before the date of
Meets In Phillips.
Makepeace for the loyality and
ef- Fair, by a young man under ninteen
ficiency which have ever character- years of age; the horse to be judged
Miss Belle Adams on the following conditions; groomThe annual convention of
the ized her work.
Franklin County Sunday school as of W eld was then elected to fill the ing, harnessing, shoeing, and handl
by
Mrs.
Make- ing by the driver without any re
sociation was held in Phillips last vacancy caused
gard to value or dge of horse, iproweek and proved most
interesting peace’s resignation.
Dr. Mary F. Cushman, Supt.
of vided only that lie goes sound and
and successful.
and breathes sound.
The prograon. opened
Thursday the Elementary Department
afternoon with a devotional service Rev. J. R. Clifford, Supt. of
the
The judges in both classes to be
conducted by Rev. Bessie
Crowell, Adult Dept.,, then gave their reports appointed by Mr. Merwin,, subject to
the approval of the trustees of the
the pastor of one of the entertaining which were most excellent.
Rev. J. J. Hull, State
Supt. of association.
Sunday schools.
—----------------------The address of welcome», given by Adult Classes next gave an address
Rev. M. S. Hutchins, was followed by on Adult work that was a real
STRATTON.
as it brought
home!
________
a response from Mr. W. S. Bass of inspiration
tremendous'
Wiltcn, who was elected President, to our realization the
Sept. 21.
pro. tem. in the absence of
the good that is being accomplished by I Seme that attended the races last
president, who was prevented
by the Sunday school forces of our land Week at Madison were Mr. and Mrs..
as Bernard Taylor, E. H. Grose, A. B.
illness from attending the convention in work for gro'wnups as well
This most uplifting ad Sargent and Earl Dtirrell.
Then followed a splendid report of children.
the International Convention at Oh - dress was the fitting close to a con
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fotter
at
cago.
Dr. Hull, who gave this re vention filled with good tilings.
tended the fair at Phillips this week..
port made us feel the
enthusiasm
Miss Nettie Bemis, who is having
and courage of tire seventy thousand;
FEDERA TED CHURCH
a vacation from her work at Dr.
people wlho were there and we cculd;
Brown’s is the guest of Miss Maude
see the magnificent precession
mf! Melvin Sherburne Hutchins pastor. Jcnes at Bigelow Camps.
forty thousand mem who
paraded
Calendar for week ending October
F. C. Burrell attended the races at
Chicago streets.
Phillips this week.
3.
This report was followed by an
Sunday, Sept. 27: 10.45— Manning
Mrs. Earl Taylcr of Bingham is
address by Dr. Mary Cuslhman, who worship.
Sermon, “ Center
and visiting relatives in town.
is the County Supt. cf the Element Gireumf eren c e.”
Miss Rom on a Parsons, teacher in
12.10— Sa blbath
ary Department. Her subject, which school.
7.30— People’s service. Ad the primary school was ill last week
she treated very
helpfully,
was dress, “ Utopia.”
and Miss Katherine Boyce of Port
“ Hand work in primary and junior
Thursday, October 1: 7.30— Prayer land substituted in her pliace.
grades.”
A t four o’clock many of meeting.
W e have had seme very
(waifrn
the school]! children came in,
andi
weather last week for the time of
Dr. Cushman conducted a model class
year.
exercise which she made one of the
Mr.
and Mrs. Frank C. Burrell,
Mrs. J. C. Danico and Mrs. Herbert
very best hours of the conventic n.
Danico and little son Francis visit
The evening was closed by an aned Mr. and Mrs. Pereie Damico in
by Vice President Rev. R. H. Clapp
Madison last week and attended the
who led in a devotional service. The
address was given by Rev. Ashley New Feature at Farmington Fair races.
Louis Butler has been seriously ill
D. Leavitt of Portland to a la rg e [
This Year.
with heart trouble the past week.
and appreciative audience.
In
aj
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph. Fotter, ac
direct way that was at the
same
A t the Franklin County Agricultur companied his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
time very pleasing and most forceful,
week, Lezier Fotter to Lewiston last week
he told of the debt we owe to the al Fair at Farmington next
Bible as the foundation
of
the Mr. H. C. Merwin of Boston, presi where they will make their home
Christian
Religion,
and he urged den t of the Boston Work Horse R e for a while with their daughter, Mrs.
The trip was made
some Phillip Valley.
that we make the most of the Bible lief Association has offered
prizes which he hopes will
bring in Bernard Taylor's automobile.
in all our work.
Mrs. Ann Hutchins, a highly re
The evening was clcsde by an in-j out entries.
Tire second class be is offering spected lady of this village, passed
formal reception in the Parish House
be away, this Monday mornign at her
at which light refreshments
'were as an experiment, never tried
Her death came as a
His in 1late home.
served and friendly conversation help fore, so far as Tie knows.
ed to better acquaintance. The sing tention is to bave the judges take shock to her Tmany friends, as she
ing of “ Jesus L over of My Soutfe” ! up each entry, and explain to the was only sick since Saturday with
She leaves
three
and “ God be W ith ytu ’T ill
W e boys, and all present, the faults and heart failure.
Meet Again,’’ closed a very pleasant deficiencies, if any, in. the handling, children, one son and two daughters.
growing, barnessng, etc., o f
the They are Frank Hutchins of Kinghour.
field, Mrs. Bell H. Phillips of Strat
A devotional service in charge of horses.
The conditions of the entries fol ton, and Mrs. Fred Viles of Calgary,
Rev. H. A.. Childs- of Rangeley open
Canada; she also leaves a number
low:
ed the meeting on Friday morning.
For the best old horse owned at j of gradnchildr en and a large cricle
A t the business meeting
which
followed, the o fficer» of last year least ten years by the present own-j cf friends to mourn her loss.

Outdoor
detailt.
Dept. 9,

J
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berry sauce; entrees, braised tender but the rifle may be pointed at them
Grace and Miss Elizabeth F. Tuttle
One night this week the
loin of beef, mushrooms, boiled fow l, later.
M ao* - |
c
Following
bear
tracks
is one
of Brooklyn-, N. Y., who have been ployees
ployees o
o ff the
the Tavern
Tavern nau
had caX>
quet a ll by themselves and this was parsley sauce, stuffed green peppers amusement, and we wonder
who
spending the sumimer at Kennebago, the menu each found at their plate: |tomato sauce; vegetables,
boiled w ill run the fastest if there is a
made a short stay at this hotel and -Soup, mud turtle, brown tail
m oth! and mashed potatoes, boiled sweet
returned home via
the chain of chowder; fish, stuffed toads, scallop-'potatoes, string beans, corn on the meeting on the trail.
The public will be glad to learn
lakes and W hite Mountains.
ed pollywogs; boiled, rattle snakes,,j cob, buttered beets, mashed squash; that these camps will be open until
W alter J. Robinson of
Oakland, toad stool sauce; roast,
stuffed salad, lettuce and cucumber;
cold,
Appetizing Menu Enjoyed By The Gait, who is a student of Boston cow ’s gizzard, strangled gravy, en- leg of Qiamb, sirloin of beef, boiled December 15, when the hunting sea
*
Technology University has been en tne-esi, white sand, bunch berry sauce I ham, ox tongue; reflishes„ sweet po- son closes.
Tavern Employees
l tatoes, 1
-,/vi-ca ra
i
joying a ten days’ stay here.
horse
radish,
pearl
onions,
au
Coming by automobile the follow mosquito fritters, grub worms
Mandalay sauce, Indian relish; des
gratdn;
vegetables,
sweet
peas,
rot
RAY
ing party were week end guests:
sert, tapioca pudding, vanilla sauce; S O M E N O T E S FR O M C A M P
potatoes, sea weed
greens,
Mrs. H. S. Marcy, J. H.
Marcy, ten
apple pie., pumpkin pie, mince pie;
(Special Correspondence.)
Henry Marcy, Miss H. L. Frost and stewed angle worms; crocidile sal banana jelly, assorted cake; apples
ad; relishes, spiced flies,
pickled
The Tavern, Rangeley, Sept. 19.— A. Jones.
Rangeley,
Sept.
15, 1914.— Miss
iced watermelon, peaches;
foreign
mud, and domestic cheese; crackers; cof Bessie T. Hays leaves fox New York
This weather of clear days and oool
H. Haines and Georg« Petterson of eel’s fee t; pastry, sawdust,
crowfoot
nights has been perfect fo r
the Portland were here for several days cream o’ tartar pies;
She
fee, tea, cocoa.
These are not the on Thursday, September 17.
louse
traveler, and many automobile partial last week and went out by them cheese; dessert, frogs eggs,
“ good old tim es” w e read of, when claims the Rangeley\ is the most
vaseline
je lly ,
cotton everything fo r the tabtfe had to be beautiful lake in our country.
are dally coming and going from all selves fishing on the lake and
al meringue;
cold
cream; bounced over the buckboard road for
parts of the country.
The travel though they did not land an 8-pound batten sponge cake,
Miss Mabel Hays w ill
accompany
ing public are much pleased
that er they came in with a good catch tansey tea, goat’s milk, ostrich cof miles, but in the morning, marketing her mother, Mrs. Daniel P. Hays on
fee. T h e company who gathered a- is done by telephone in Lewiston, & trip to the W hite Mountains after
this hotel will be open all winter, of fish.
when
round the handsomely
decorated
which assures them
that
Portland and Boston, and there is closing up their camp at the end of
Mr. and Mrs. John Ripley and
•business brings them to the Range- Fred Ripley of Gardiner were week table had a great dinner, even i f the nothing in the line of fruit and veg the month.
They are loath to leave
menu read a little out of the general etables in their season, but what is
jleys when the weather
fo r the days here since June 16 have
— -is 20 6,degrees
UTe 0f end guests.
Also Mr. and Mrs. A.
'below zero they will be
®uire w i
order.
been uniform ly delightful.
here at night.
.waitotb and comfort for there is n o t B - Crossman, Charles Crossman, Mr
Both here and at Lake V iew Farm
Saturday, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F,
------- ^ -- land Mrs. H. Jordafi’ of the same
Mrs. Hays walked with her grand
»
~
¡a better winter hotel in Maine, than city, both parties coining in ' their there is a good number of September Field and son, Richard of Phillips son,, Joseph J. Com, Jr., to
Loon
guests and no doubt the fall business accompanied by Mrs. Julia Hinkley
,the Rangeley Tavern, and the man
Lake on Thursday morning, walking
touring car.
v,
Parties son Harry F. Hinkley of Brookjfyri,
agement of N. H. Ellis and
sons
Mrs. F. H. Birch of Boston has re w ill continue to be good.
back Friday afternoon.
This first
for N. Y., and Miss Elzie Oldham of
¡during the summer has been greatly turned home, after a pleasant week have written, “ we are coming
visit there showed a genuine uncon
complimented by their many guests. I
the deer hunting.”
Those who like Farmington arrived for a stay o f
ventional fishing camp with a hearty.
*
t
j at this hotel.
to snowshoe over the hills, sleighA number o f persons who will
_________„
_
I jolly man at the helm, Mr.
York.
Mrs. C. Z. Southard of New York,
several
days
ride around the country and
see
Kave to leave the city for the winter
Mr. and Mrs. W . W . Ollendorff ofi p iSjjjng there was very good.
are now talking of locating here and who is ^ camP with M r- Southard at what this part of the country looks
W est Medford, Mass., are also late, ^ candy pull w ill be given
at
they willl (make no mistake by doing1Kennebago came out from there and like in winter time, w ill make no
comers to enjoy the latest of
the Qamp j^ay for some young
people
so
( spent part of the week here.
mistake if they come to the Rangefishing.
next w eek; also an afternoon tea.
Among those who recently
have* ^ r* and ^ JSSargent of ley Tavern
Theo. DeW itt, a w ell known New,
been guests of this hotel are Dr. and Cyan, Mass., who spem many sum
York lawyer, has returned for hdsj
iMrs. M. L. Marr and Mr. and Mrs. mers
Camp Haverhill on Moosethird trip this summer and enjoys j R E C O R D A U T O T R IP T O B O S T O N
D. H. Bartlett of Skowhegan, who lookmeguntic Lake in the days when
his attractive camp for a short stay.
motored across the
country and Jtlley cable by stage over the hills
Geo. Henry Huntoon is his
g() far as w e }ia ve heard the trip
'from Phillips, were here Wednesday
Ispent Sunday.
and are now at Lake V iew Farm for
|as usual.
e rou *
recently to Boston last week b y R ene
Le
C. S. Switzer, accompanied by his the remainder of the month.
( some 3-poun , i ounce r
Luomier is a record breaker fo r
and
there
is
never
a
day
but
wnai
T
T
mother,, Mrs. C. C. Switzer
of
Brook.
.
.
i Mrs. Clarence S. Brown and little
d. •
. . . ...
quick time.
He drove a
M ercer
lyn,
a good number come to his fly.
.
...
7_ , N. Y.,
. have been . here for. two
... son of Easton, Mdj. are spending two
s
-nr
n
T?ann-iat
and
racer and as the follow ing .letter
Weeks
and
are
so
much
pleased
w
ith
1
.
.
’
.
.
„
Mr
and
Mrs.
Wm.
C.
Renwick
ana
,,
x,
...
, .
...
weeks here, on their return from Menu of One of The Fine Dinners
ivir. a a
. ,
f shows made 239 miles in 7 % hours,
¡the püace they will remain until the
_ _
. T
T .
daughter. Miss
Sue
Reuwick
ca
•
, . ,
. ,
’ x „ ^
0 .,
. York Camps, at Loon Lake.
u e
’
T
.
__
Mr. L e Luomier had been staying 1n
last o f October.
Mr. Switzer
is
Summit. N. J., who came tpe tirst
That
Are
Always
Served
at
^ 4
V
„ . OTVrv._.
n« Camden for two or three weeks and
¡very fond of bird shooting and when
^ r*
Mrs. Wm. G. Porter of
w eek in August are as happy
as
, plan
,
___ until
tii a most
people-noticed
this
car,
a
asked have you had any luck
an- New York*
** thair runabout
aqtj
T)
a
slid
to
remain
until
tne
These Camps
can De ana ^
w
.„ racer stripped for
fast time.
He
swered, “ Oh I have been out every
are touring Maine were here
middle of October.
Mr. Renwick is
,
...i
imior anil made this record on his return tnp
day and Tuesday, the first day of *ke
^ 'e week.
a great sufferer with bay fever and
.
6 this
, . ,location a perfect
nanfnnt ni,rA
The rdlow open season I shot three partridges, Mr. and Mrs. J. W . Ellis of Quinfinds
cure as to his home in Boston.
(Special Correspondence)
ing letter was written by him to M.
and the same number the next day. cy, Mass., and friends Mr. and Mrs.
l never a sneeze now troubles
him .,
, ..
_
Thursday I got four and yesterday a F. W . Falcóme of Raymond, N. H-,
Grant’s Camps, Kennebago
Lake, They have tlieir own row boat and, y j
s t n GaragIT OPrie ^ °
^
^
pair and without a dog, don’t
you who are now at Lake V iew Farm for
Sept. 2 0 ,-T lite is the t o t year since c m „e and spend much time on the
'^
M a » ., Sept. 1». 1914.
call that good hunting?”
Hermon a stay o f several weeks were dinner
the camps were built in 190o that lake.
Dear E d g a rjTuntoon as usual is guiding
Mr. guests at the Tavern yesterday.
the last of September every camp
Miss Edelle Cushman of Hebron
F
'
*
,
,
,
. .
♦„^n „ f nnhnAi
Just a few lines to let you know
Switzer, and they greatly
en joyi a crew o f workmen and horses and room was taken,
and as fast as 1914 opened the fail term of school
. , . _ .
t 0
tramping miles over the country and are now doing a good job in clear- one party goes another Is waiting thjs w eek and the little ones have a ttlat 1 ® r l t ‘i 111 Boston at _.4o p.
fwillli know just where the deer are jug the shore of Haley Poud in the to come, and October promises an tent all to themselves lor a novel “ •
total.
"
“ j*1” *
4
■
in 7% hours, with 14 hour fo r breakhiding when October comes.
rear of the hotel and a huge pile ol,
J. W . Pink and son o
Boston stumps and oM
odd wood is now w
ait-j1
11111811^ numi,er
wf hunters
UUUIC,°’ and healthy schoolroom.
,
off
wait-!
uiiusual
number o
TVT-». and A irs TflllArv A ll
spent a few days here on their re- ing to make a bonfire.
This w ill' Mr0-11(1 ^ re’ Ellery Allen of Nor^ j U(]g e l . E. Hitchcock and w ife of ^ast at R ° cklalld, I -2 hour for
the
turn heme from a trip to the lakes.
add much to the beauty o f
th e jWlCl1’ Com1-» wk° were here fo r a |Cambridge, Mass., who since
the ftrr y at Batil
** hours for lunch
ust have
nave occupied
occupiw aiu*.
,
, ,m , a new^ right
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Tuttle and lake shore and give a good boat land 1
staj
lir ^T 01
season,
of August
rear
! are
nr a to return
re tu rn next week for
six W est j ^ a „caaxp
QTY>^ ^
art for home to.
start
to- spring shackle bolt at Portsmouth, N.
three daughters, Miss Ida,
Miss ing near the hotel.
weeks and with Charles
Cushman morrow.
j ack McKjnnon has been 11‘’ * lIc^ broke
the mi^dle
m
guide, win take one of the big deer their &ulde and
judge has
had | le ollh? le» ®nd haJl droP®ed out on
home with them.
; good ashing, but spends much ' of
^
* ou oan * * * io r yourself
The bright sunny morning of the
time h,unting for the wonderful 1
Ca den+ at 5-30 a- _ aDd ar15th brought out all the hunters with vjewSk to reproduce with his camera n V ,
, 4011 at “;4a p:, m'
U
their shot-guns and the
follow ing and keeps ^ ujustrated journal with
Inakes J * hours,
for -39miles.An
were the lucky ones who
came an Wihich
entertains his friends in
av€™ * « °* 31
P^r hour,
with partridge that night: Howard E. winter ^m e proving all the stories
^ o ^ ^ e d is the certificate
from the
Grant had his limit, five
partridge, j he lja£ to teU about life at KennePr °P r ietor of the
garage.
Charles Saacke o f New York with bag 0
Yours truly.,
-• - 1 a
Rene L e Luomier.
Frank PM b rook grnde, lo “ r
birds.; C. P. OarlaDd of Saco come las-,
aad W alter W yetli of BrookltDe.j night wiu, a p m v of
fr iends! TW s
to certify that Rene L e
Racer
Mass,' five;
Gilbert ofror
f his
hlsannual
amiualauiuiim
autumnurip.
trip.
, Luomier arrived In a Mercer
Me
Liy’c ’ also -PerclvaJ
-------------------^1
1
O i f ^ -1«. A L I * . _____
the same city fiv e ; Lawrence GarL w Jas&el3ai ^
c . E> Qsgood at 2-45 P- m” in thllS ^ara« e Septemland five; Alec Blanchard five; W m .'0, Boston are for ten days enjoyl,n g Der 8, 1914.
Th e speedometer
read
Cleveland one, making 30 birds that nfe ^ Camp Rpadv> thcy are hav. 239 miles,
Signed E. A. Patch, Prop.
hung in camp the first day,-and each j lng gocd Ashing and “ when in doubt
Camden Herald.
day since a good number have been' agk O sgood”

RANGELEY TAVERN
GOOD WINTER HOME

BIRD SHOOTING
IS EXCELLENT

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

who

Seekers

write us for accurate information about Camps, Hotels
and recreation
Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

shot, as the hunting is better than1 It seems a little strange to come
usual.
. over the new and good road from
M A P S O F M A IN E
good
dinner
.
..
. x
There is always a
.
..............
1the station direct to camp in the
waiting
the
guests,
for
the
ta
Me
at
" “ *“ **»
**'* — ------ “ - fine four-seated, covered
carriage,j RESORTS {A N D ROADS
Grants is noted all over the oountry wlth a w
span o f Ira Hoar’s hors- „ .
_
. .
and this is to-day’s menu:
Dinner,1
drdv«n. hv A lb e r t Carflton
and e Maine Woodsihas frequent inquiries
„ ,
,. ,
,
,
, ,,
es> driven by Albert cannon
an 1 for map8 0f the fishing resrions of the
soup, chicken gumbo, stuffed olives G^Q Pickens.
“ From Pulfman car state, etc. W e can furnish the followtomatoes; fish, broiled chicken, hali- +
,,
Tr.
,
1r
but maitr riMv^t i
,
. . .
, to camP iu the Kennebago wilder- ing maps:
but maitre d hotel; roast, sirloin o f ness Jn (iWeea
fran k lm County
i .50
.50
beef, dish gravy, leg of lamb., brown
i bomerset County
.50
or mint sauce, native chicken, oran-i M r* aDd M rs" Talcot’t of Holbrook, Oxford County
.50
Mass., are among the new comers.
Pi cataquis County
A w / V A o l / V A l f P r t t t r . ^«1
.50
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Cutler of Chel Aroostook County
Washington County
.50
sea, Mass., returned home yesterday Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in » 1.00
.85
Dr. F. Robertson Sims of
Mel Geological map o f Maine. v
.35
rose, Mass., Dr. Fred
Fernal
of R. R. map o f Maine
Andrescoggin County
.35
Newton, Mass., and Dr. and
Mrs. Cumberland County
.35
Donaldson of Philadelphia, are
a- Hancock County
.50
mong the happy company, who a r e Kennebec County
.35
.35
here for the dTose of the season.
Knox County
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
There are many deer Seen daily Penob8Cot County
•50
and often shot at with a camera, i Waldo County ,,,
.3t>
York County
.35

J. W B R A C K E T T GO.,
Phillips
Maine.
WEBBER’S hkan?td
A L A S K A JACKET

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

Maine

Absolutely necessary on a hunting trip
if health Is valued. Can be aojusted to
suit temperature. I)e;>d Grass or Oxford
Grey best col >rs. Se-irlet for deer hunting.
S -Id in sporting goods and clothing stores
generally. Ask to see it. If neses*-ary seno
us the. price. $?. and your chest measure
ment and we will send you a jacket, till
charges prepaid. Return it at our expense
and get your money bat k if you wish. Our
booklet, "T h e Need. T'he Make. The Price,"
tells all about it. A post aid will get it
Address

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

ii. W . P IC K K L ,
T A X ID E R M IS T
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tackle,.
Indian VoccasinB, Baskets and Souvenirs.
R AN G E LEY.
M A IN »

M AN U FAC TU R E R

Ed Grant. B eaver Pon d Camps
N ew reading matter, in terest» g.
Tlve first edition «n s exhausted niu'-h sooner
than we expected ar d t l r »•pu iar ritmuid was
ao great for a second edition that we published
enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
mail (postpaidl at 'he 1>w price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps nccepted.

414-416-418 Gratiot Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.

J. W . B R A C K E T T CO ,
Phillips, Me.

Geo. F. Webber,

~ TAXIDERMISTS ~

‘kMonmouth Moccaslns”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. UETCH ELL CO.,

Monmouth,

.

.

.
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as any salmon w e ever caught. Our ned to leave for Bangor on Satur except the black breasted aud gold
now bridge over the Urn/colcus, or day, the 19 insit.
W e feel under en plover, Wilson or jack sniperather, the preliminary work on it, obligations to you for your remark woodcock and the greater and les
attracts and holds the attention of able patience with our crotchets; for ser yellowlegs.
There is also a
a'.I passersby.
It’s going to be a the generous amount of space in closed season for the same period on
thoroughly good piece of bridge build your valuable paper; and for your woo-dducks in
Maine
and other
ing and, barring damage by spring kindly aid in placing Ox Bow
on states.
freshets, will serve w ell its purpose the sporting map.
The many extra
The penalty laid down by
the
even to the third and fourth gener copies you have so freely given us government for the violation of any
ations of the present inhabitants.
have all been placed in
hands of its regulations is much
heavier
On Friday evening, last, another which do not regularly handle the and more severe than that
pre
the social dances for which the “ Maine Woods.’’
scribed by the State of MaineBecause it cuts the tobacco off the plug as you use it of
Bow is justly famous was held
in
arrivals at Libby’s: W
Local sportsmen have taken
a
— insuring you fresh tobacco for every pipeful. W hen Swett’s dance hall on the ridge. P. Additional
Patterson, Richmond, Va.; Coulte keen interest in the matter and it is
machines chop up tobacco months before it reaches your Messrs. Greenlaw and Greenlow fur D. Huyler, New York; David nar believed that an attempt will be
pipe, the little pieces of tobacco lose their aroma. W hen you nished the music. A “ pie sale” at rower, Gordon Harrower, Worcest made at once to have the depart
smoke them, they bu m fast and hot, and bite your tongue. tachment” added much to the fun er, Mass.; Geo. P. Delean, New York ment of Agriculture at Washington
of the occasion, which was gotten up
Mr. Huyler is of the famous con modify or change the regulations so
All the natural moisture, flavor and fragrance of the for the benefit of the Ridge school fectionery firm New York.
tlxat Maine hunters will get a fairer
tobacco are pressed into the Sickle Plug, and kept there fund. One pie sold at auction for
Yours cordially,
their fellow sportsmen to the south,
J. C. Harts home,
by nature’s own protector — the natural leaf wrapper. $4 and many others were consumed
deal and be on the same plane as
in short order at a less price.
Wakefield, Mass.
—Bangor Commercial.
It only takes a couple of minutes to whittle off a pipeftd—
Our genial Justic Peace and Post
and you are rew arded by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke master, C. C. Libby, esq., has im
that no ready-cut-up tobacco in the world can give you. proved greatly in health since we
wrote you of his serious and alarm
Convenient — no bulge in y o u r pocket. Economical— no
ing illness.
His fam ily and many.!
package to p a y for — no loose tobacco to get spilled and wasted.
friends
have
w ell
grounded hope;
Get a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s today .
that he will get about again.
The
good Lord grant that it may be so.
Mr. Walter Hinds.
his father-inlaw, Mr. Washburn, Mr. George
A. Local Sportsmen
Dislike Them Interesting Sketch of Phillips,
W agg and Dana Plummer, came by
Taken From Thomas Parker’s His
Woodcock Season Shortened
auto from Portland last Wednesday,
and departed Saturday, Mr. Wagg gotory of Farmington
Two Weeks
ign to Ft. Kent and Mr. Washburn
remaining till Sunday, when he, Miss
Annie Wagg and W alter Hinds, Jr.,
Interesting sketch of Phillips taken
The state fish and game depart
will return to Portland.
of
inquiries
con from Thomas Parker’s history
On Friday last, Messrs. Clarence E. «ment has received
published in
1846
Thompson of New Haven, Conn., and cem ing the regulations, which are Farmington,
the
Gardiner E. N. Thorpe of
Boston being widely discussed at the present and which we publish through
came in for a trip to Billy’s camps time, and Com’r. Austin has replied courtesy of Hon. H. B. Austin.
at Lake Millmagassett.
They left to all inquiries that the Federal reg
for the lake Sunday morning
with ulations w ill be enforced, so far as
Phillips, fortoierly called Curvo, (a
two guides.
Mrs. Thompson
will the department has authority to do
such, financing meant
control by
name
it received from Capt. Perk
join her husband the last of
the so.
seme one business influence.
The
The government regulations
are ins Allen, on account of its resemb
month for a two weeks’ stay in tibe
constitution of the Movement pro
strict and the penalty is heavy* so lance to a port he had visited in a
woods.
vides for an organization that will
October 1, w ill soon be here; few of the bird hunters will care to foreign voyage,) was incorporated
help all sections, all kinds of busin
It received the name
then “ pep goes the weasel’’ and take chances with it, but it is going Feb. 25, 1812.
ess and all towns and cities equally.
goodbye deer.
One can
almost to be a temptation hard to overcome of Phillips in honor of Mr . Phillips,
It is as free from sectionalism as it
It lies about
a the former proprietor.
hear the shot and smell the steak when a woodcock is flushed by
Help Get Results By Becoming a has been proven to be free from now.
sportsman, who is out for partridge, seventeen males, in a nearly north
politics.
W e all have been greatly interest between Tuesday and the first day west direction from the court-house
Member
Every good citizen of Maine, who
in Farmington.
It formerly ejinbraced in the work of the Federal Bur- cf the coming month.
________
desires that the state increase
its
Local hunters will be interested in ed a territory of about 9 miles in
eau of Fisheries to re-establish the
commercial
prestige,
improve its
salmon fishing industry on the New the provisions of the Fedral law in length and 5 in width; but in 1823 a
Now that the election is over and f^rms,entertain more summer
and
corner
Th e humpback sal relation to the penaty applying to section from the northeast
folks are back from their vacations, j winter vacationists builid up its sea- Fmgland coast.
was
set
off
to
form
a
part
of
Sal
woodcock
shooting
out
of
season,
mon from Puget Sound will be plant
tLe officers of the
Develop Maine ports and attract more capital can
miilles
and they are given in the following em, aud recently a strip 3
ed
in
the
littoral
waters
of
Maine;
Movement are going
to begin a vig- iie-ip get results by becoming a memwide, from what was formerly Berlin,
if all goes well, the humpback paragraph:
orous campaign to increase the imeni * ber of the Movement, and getting his, and
,
has been attached to the west side.
“
The
department
of
agriculture
is
Shinere
■
ja
*
■
J
..
i
will
doubtless
be
in
great
demand
as
b&rship of the organization
cruper fnerfde to join.
The solicitors a re*1
Improvements
commenced in
this
I
hereby
authorized
and
directed
to
The run of
visors have been given charge of the very generally distributed over the a fine, toothsome fish.
adopt suitable regulations (defining town as early as 1790 or 1791. P^*kwork in each of the sixteen counties, state and it ought to be easy to get l thes<e flsh kl Pug€t ? ° Und
n1913
son,
! the birds under the custody of the ins Allen, Seth Greely and
The friends and paid solicitors, w t o lin touch with one.
if that is not was valued at ,Iolir ^ llUo“ of d° llarf ’
1government) by prescribing and fix- Jonathan Pratt, Uriah and Joseph
are seeking members will
make; convenient and you desire to become;That th,e People all need a fresh
I ing closed seasons, having due re Howard and Isaac Davenport were
their returns to them.
The work of a member, send vour name, address] near^^ salmon, e icious
ea an
gard to the zones of temparatures., among the first settlers. Sales were
reasonable
in
price,
goes
without
argetting in touch with the boards of! and occupation with $1 to W. E.
agency of
gument.
Good luck to the fish and I breeding habits and times and line first made under the
trade, granges and women s clubs' Lawry, Box 374, Augusta, Maine,
of migratory flight, thereby enabling Francis Tufts., but the agency sub
more
elbow
room
to
the
Bureau,
say
will be carried on principally from
the department to select and desig sequently passed into the hands of
we.
Let the good work go on.
the main office at Augusta.
nate suitable districts for
differen Jacob Abbot, esq., who eventually be
Sunday
morning
the
mercury
touch
The success of the Develop Maine
came the owner of the unsold Itands.
Maine Game Laws
ed
32
degrees,
with
a
heavy
frost
Movement’s attempt to bring
new
There
are two important
villages,
on the shed roof and the grass. A
business men,, new capital and new
situated on the Sandy river,
and
Although
Maine
game
laws
provide
ribbon
of
fog
hung
over
the
Machias
farmers into Maine depends on the
near
the
southern
extremity
of
the
'
that
the
open
season
on
woodcock
river, marking it’s course for many
financial support it receives
from
town.
There is a noble waterfall at
shall
begin
Sept.
15,
Tuesday,
sports
miles.
By
nine
o’clock
all
the
the member as a membership fee. It
men are apt to encounter
serious the lower-village, (the best on the
would have be*n a simple m atter to] Recent Heavy Rainfall and Cool morning clouds liad disaP P fr;ed; a
difficulties
with
the
Federal
author Sandy River,) where there is a su
have permitted some large corporadead calm pervaded the whole reglon; the sun shone
with
genial ities if they follow the Maine law a- perior grishaill!, originally built by
tion to finance the organization, but Nights Bring Trout to The Fly
re
warmth; the colors on the
maples ltn© and lose sight of the govern Francis Tufts, and afterwards
built
by
Joel
Whitney,
into
whose
took on more beautiful and brilliant ment regulations issued by the de
Ox Bow, Sept. 14.
hues, and a feeling of blest repose partment of Agriculture, under the hands it passed, and who sold it to
“ If you could view the scenery fair, searned to nest on the mountains far U. S. migratory bird law and approv the present owners, Orin and Daniel
Robbins, by whom it has been
en
Which ’neath my window lies,
away.
Mr. George A. W agg, who ed by President Wilson last fall.
larged
and
put
in
good
repair.
The open season on
woodcock,
You’d think that Nature lavished left ohr camlp for Ft. Kent on Sat
there,
urday morning with W alter D. Hinds under the federal regulations begins There are also at this village a tan
T IÄ E TABLE
air,
her brightest was compelled to abandon the trip on Oct. 1, two weeks later than the nery, a fulling mill and carding ma
H er purest
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
skies.’ ’
because of serious illness, and re time that Maine allows open season, chine, a union meeting house, (the
locai bell of which was presented by Joel
Tom Moore.
turned to Portland by train.
He which is felt by most o f the
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington at 12.02 P. M., for Kingfield and Rangeley.
slportsmen
to
be
a
rank
injustice
in Whitney, esq-,) a convenient schoolTom
Moore,
the
English
poet,
was
not
feeling
well
when
he
left
At 4.20 P. M. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35
Passen wrote these lines many years
ago us.
W e trust the trouble will be in view of the fact that by the sec house, some four or five stores, a
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at
week in October no woodcock public house, law office, saddle and
7.55 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 while living in Bermuda. I know, by only temporary. Arrivals at Libby’s ond
p
^
black
are
left
in Maine, having joined in harness maker’s shop, two
my
frequent
visits
to
these
charm
were:
W
.
P.
Curtice
of
New
Hav
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves
smith’s
shops/,
a
cabinet
maker’s
the
flights
and
gone
south.
There
ing isles, tlmt lie told the
truth. en, Coma.; A. R. Deming,
at 11.00 A. M.
MiddleSTRONG PASSENG E R T R A IN S leave for Tlie same may be s,aid of Northern town, N. Y .; Miss Olive E. Smith of fore, Maine gets, under the regulat shop, etcFarmington, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M.; for
The upper village is situated about
Aroostook county; especially of the Fergus Falls, Minn.
Miss Smith is ions as laid down by the department
Phillips and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P. M. and'4.50
weeks of lialf-ajmile above the lower village.
P. M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. A t 7.50 A- M. whole region around Ox Bow. After a well known physician in her west of Agriculture, only two
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran
It has a number of stores, two law
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M.. a two days’ ».-orm, and a sharp frost ern city, and has several relatives in woodcock shooting and the same ob
a
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow last Thursday night, fine, invigorat Ox Bow and vicinity.
tains in Vermont/, where the condi offices, a postoffice, a tannery,
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives
public
house,
a
number
of
mechanic
tions
are
similar.
from Portland at 11.05A. M .; and leaves at 3.40 ing weather has come to stay long
This will probably be our last let
P. M.
To the south of this section and shops;, a school-house and, just above
MfXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 8.46 enough, at least, Jwe hope, for the ter from the Bow, as we have planA. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from harvesting of oats and digging of po
in the states where the
migratory a meeting house, (Methodist,) a
Farmington at li.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
tatoes.
Both crops are “ O. K .” i i i i i i i u i m m i i i M i i i i i i i i i M i m i u i n i i i m m i i m i i i i i m i m n i i i i i m i i i M i i i i i m i i i i i i i m i n binds winter the sportsmen have the bridge, a saw mill and a starch fac
1.40 P. M. and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.^
There are also a grist
mill
P H I L L I P S PASSENG E R T R A IN S le&Ve Phill quality and quantity.
portions of the counttry, and it shall tory.
The
maples
ips for.Farmington at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
and a saw mill still higher up the
aud
alders
are
flinging
out
their
aut
be
unlawful
to
shoot
or
by
any
de
For Rsngel^y ac 12 65 P. M. and 5 13 P.M.
Phillips possesses a
pro
MIXED T R A IN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 umnal hues of red, green and
vice kil or seize and capture mi river.
yel
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
gratory birds within the protection ductive soil, superior advantages in
lows; ducks skim along the surface ¡
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R«ngeley3.00 P. M.
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A. of the streams; geese are honking;
of this law during said closed sea water-power and is so situated as to
M. and leaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M
434 Congress St.,
sons, and any persons, who shall comimand the most of the trade and
but
R A N G E L E Y PASSENG E R T R A IN S leave for deer come out and look about,
Farmington at 5.35 A. M. and 11 30 A. M. and ar are not caught napping; while trout
violate any of the provisions or reg other business of the interior of the
P
O
R
T
L
A
N
D
,
M
A
I
N
E
|
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar
country; and such is the policy pur
and salmon are rejoicing that
rives at 1-00 P. M. and loaves at 1,45 P. M.
_ i e j ! Erected In 1911, anil p ositively the only | ulations of this law for the protec
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 1C.15 A. M. and last call,
sued by their business men that the
tion
o
f
migratory
birds
shall
be
“
Dinner
is
now
b
e
in
g
]
=
F
ire
p
ro
o
f
Hotel
'n
the
City
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for served in the Diner” — will scon be | E levator Service, P riva te and P u b lic | guilty of a misdemeanor and shall inhabitants find a ready! cash market
Farmington at 6.50 A. M. and 12.60 P. M. A r sounded, (for a rest of eight months | Baths and e v e ry convenience for the com- | be fined not more than $100, or im for all their surplus seed, wool, and
rives from Farmington at 6.23 P. M.. from Strong
1 fort o f guests including
at lea st); then they, can again take
at 8.15 A .M .
.
„
prisoned not more than 90 days, or most other articles. The most prom
MIXED T R A IN leaves for Strong at 1.15 P. M.
I HOT AND COLD RUNNING
| both in the discretion of the court.” inent religidus societies are
the
up their family affairs.
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
|
W
ATER
AND
LOCAL
AND
|
Methodist
and
Freewill
Baptist;
the
Recent heavy rainfall has raised
Under
the
Federal
regulations
K IN G F IE L D P ASSENG ER T R A IN S leave for
LONG
DISTANCE TELEj there is a daily closed season on ail Congregationalists have a church.
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives the water in all streams hereabouts, I
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong
| PHONE IN EVERY ROOM \ migratory game and
insectiverous Population in 1840, 1, 312; polls 226.
at 8.35 A. M. Leaves for Bigelow at 8.40 A. M. which, with the cold night air added,
and 5.45 P. M. Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A. has brought the trout
to the fly. 1 S PLE N D ID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED | birds which extends from sunset to Berlin had *142 inhabitants and 78
M. and 7.30 P. M.
| F E A T U R IN G P O P U L A R P R IC E MENUS |
polls, which have mostly been added
a
fine
sunrise.
B IG E L O W PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for Capt. Billy brought home
| Am erican P lan S2.50 per day, upward |
The valuation of Phil
Farmington at 11.20 A. M., for Kingfield at 6.40 specimen from MacDonald
Cove, 1 European Plan $1.00 per day, upw ard |
There is a close season of five to Phillips.
P. M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A, M.; from
little lips in 1842 was $166,770, and that of
Farmington at 6.35 P. M.
'
, A
nn Lake Millmagassett, not far from his = Letters of inquiry regarding: rates etc., promptly answered. = years on band-tailed pigeons,
MIXED TR A IN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 camps.
It was a 3x/z pounder,, and I H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HMMELEIN, | brown, sandhill and weeping cranes, Berlin $28.,220, a lal-ge proportion of
A. M.
which has also passed to Phillips.
Proprietors.
§
its
flesh
was
as handsome in c o lo r! ITmiiiiiiiiiMiiiiimiimimimiim
F. N. BEA L, G. P. A.
mmmniimmiiimiiimHiiiiiiimiiiimiimimitT swans, curlew and all shore birds

Your Pocket-K nife, the Best
Tobacco-Cutting M achine

ANCIENT HISTORY
FEDERAL LAWS
UNJUST TO MAINE
OF PHILLIPS

OFFICERS WILL
BEGIN CAMPAIGN

A FEW STILL
AT THE BOW

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

I Catering to "Up State” Folks 1

SCHflSEHOUSE]

M A IN E

MAINE WOODS
IS S U E D

W EEK LY

J. W . Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
O U T IN G

E D IT IO N

................................. $1.00 per year
L O C A L E D IT IO N

12 and 16 p a ges............................ $L6v per year
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
6 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
the Act of March 3.1879,
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp« g and Outing news, and the Franklin county
cally.

Maine Woods solicits communications and fisb
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address o your paper
»hanged, please give the old as well as new
address.
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AS TO FUEL ECONOMY
CAR

P R O B LEM T H A T IS OF T H E
H IG H E S T IM P O R T A N C E .

Autom obile Engineers Are A ll Tacklin g
the Subject and Are Making
Splendid Progress.

There are approximately 1,000,000
automobiles in use in America alone.
It is estimated that each, will average
6,000 miles a year, making a total of
6,000,000,000 miles traveled by motor
cars in this country a year, which is
equal to going around the world ap
proximately 200,000 times.
Figuring the average miles got out
of a gallon of gasoline for all sizes of
cars at ten miles per gallon, it will
take 600,000,000 gallons of gasoline
per year to run the automobiles in
America, which on the basis of 20
cents a gallon means $100,000,000 is
America’s gasoline bill for automo
biles in a year.
These look like startling figures un
til compared with what is spent for
other things. For example, the Ice
cream bill alone in America is said to
be $200,000,000 a year. It will surprise
some to note that the gasoline bill for
running these motor cars 200,000 times
around the world is only one-half of
the ice cream hill and yet they are
both large figures.
Motor cars have come into such gen
eral and practical use that this fuel
bill is being seriously considered and
¿here is little wonder that so much
Interest is shown in the amount of gas
oline the automobile is consuming.
Engineers have naturally turned
their attention to the saving of fuel as
the next Job to be tackled. That they
are making splendid progress is in
dicated by the big mileage records
that many makes of cars have achieved
this year on a minimum amount of
gasoline.

HOLDS IN THE PISTON RING
Recently Designed Clamp W ill Be
Hailed W ith Joy by Those W ho
Have Suffered.

What a difficult job it is to hold in
a piston ring when putting on a cylin
der is well known to anybody who
hastockled the job, and in the case
of an en bloc motor of four or six
cylinders it is greatly multiplied. An
inventor has brought out a clamp

DEVICE TO

AID IN HOLDWii
PISTON PINOS
WHEN REPLACINGCYLINDERS.

to aid in the work. This consists of
a flexible woven web strap with a
buckle, to which is attached a strip
of spring brass, with one end free.
The strap and the brass together are
wrapped around the piston, the free
end of the brass is led under the
lap and the strap is then tightened.
The rings are clamped in the grooves,
flush with the piston walls, and in
sliding on the cylinders the brass
liner rides into the chamfered por
tion of the cylinder, entering the rings
perfectly. The thickness of the brass
prevents it from entering the cylin
ders.
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GOOD GAME
PLAYED AT MINGO

fro|m
Miss Belle Adams o f Weld, who: aoed attendance, 15 coming
New
Vineyard.
The
fifth
degree
was
was in Phillips to attend the Sunday!
At Family Party at
the Pillsbury
school convention was taken very ill conferred on nine candidates.
noon
the
usual
picnic
dinner
was
Friday at the home of Miss Bessie
Home; als at Abram Ross’ In
It was voted to bold a
Crowelil,. but we are pleased to report enjoyed.
.special
meeting,
October
22,
with
i- now ftmucli better. H er illness was
Farmington.
Oquossoc Grange.
A fter the meet
caused from acute indigestion.
Irg
the
following
pregram
was
given:
Mrs. Dora Fuller ‘of Providence, R . 1
original
I., came Monday for a visit with her| Song,, Mrs. Edith W ells;
(Special Correspondence.)
poem, Mrs. Hattie Hoyt, who
re
sister, Mrs. Joel Wilbur.
Ragneley, Sept. 23.— Mr. and Mrs.
Alton C. Wood, who was, sentenced; sponded to an encore with a read Chas. Guild have moved their house
at the September term of the Su ing; reading, Mrs. Edith W ells; song, hold goods to their home in Free
preme Judicial Court to serve from Mrs. Lettie Gates, who responded to man.
four to ten years at the State Pris an encore; reading, Mrs. Eva Book
Miss Mona Loomis is enjoying a
on at The mas ton, was taken to that er; Declamation, Bion W ing, master short vacation from her duties
at
of
Pomona;
dialogue,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
place Hast week by Turnkey W. W.;
the Central office. During' her ab
topic, “ Destruction
Small and has now begun his term Charles Berry;
sence she is visiting friends at An
of confinement.
He is employed in 1of farm property by fire and some dover.
suggestions as to its
prevention,
the paint shop.
Mrs. W allace Carlleton Is a.t Loon
R. H. Preble who has been in Lu- opened by Jaimes Morrison.
Lake
where she has employment.
bec for several weeks past on a va-j •Mrs.. A. D. Prescott and party, con
A tower is being added to the en
sisting
of
Mrs.
C.
C.
So
lift
t
of
A
r
cation, is expected home to-day. Mrs.
E.
C gine house for the purpose of dry
Preble and the two
children, who kansas City, Kansas; Mrs.
ing hose.
Merrill,
Mrs.
E.
E.
Jennings
and
have been there alt summer w ill ac-;
Mrs. E. L. Haley is entertaining 1« ;
Mrs.
M.
M.
T
a
ir
of
Farmington
made
company him home.
They have se-j
sister, Mrs. Harold Pratt of Auburn
an
auto
trip
through
the
W
hite
cured the rent in J. F. Hough’s res-j
of
absent and Imotlier, Mrs. Oscar Pettee
idence cn Main street, which
1ms |Mountains last week, being
Fayette.
about
three
days.
They
visited
been occupied by F. A. Lawton and
A representative of the
Maine
Augusta and Waterville on the re
will move in at once.
Civic
League
w
ill
have
charge
of
Mr. F. A. Lawton, who lias recent turn trip.
the Sunday morning service at the
M.
H.
Bliaisdell
lias
an
ad.
in
ly retired as superintendent of the
The time for the Sunday
Sandy River & Rangeley
Lakes this-^ssue in which he annonees that church.
evening
service
has been
changed
he
is
about
to
close
out
his
stock
railroad,, was most happily surpris
H e intends to go out of from 7.30 to 7 p. m.
ed Wednesday evening, when
the! of goods.
Miss Gladys Pratt of Andover is
railroad “ boys” appeared
at
his! business for the present, at least,,
time. the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Margar
holme and presented him with a and wriLL take a rest for a
et Pratt.
handsome gold watch to show in a' He is offering some good bargains.
The Rangeley High school team de
Farmeasure the esteem in which he is, Mrs. A. M. Greenwood of
feated
the W est Rangeley Jrs.
in
fington
has
been
suffering
severely
Teld by them.
It was a
genuine
an exciting game resulting in a score
surprise to Mr. Lawton and that the, from an abscess on her foot.
Mingo
Dr. and Mrs. Walter
Tobae of of 9 to 7, played on the
gift w ill always be cherished by him
Fol
goes without saying.
The case is; Deering street, Portland, have given grounds Saturday afternoon.
plain and w ill have Ms mono-' up their European trip which was lowing is the line up:
3. b. L. N ile
gram on it and on the inside I contemplated for the autumn months Carl Kempton c. f.
stay of R. Harnden 2 b. c and 1. E. Bailey
the inscription, Presented to F. A. and w ill shortly make a
p. E. Quimby
Dr Vance Oakes p.
Lawton by officers and employees several weeks in Washington.
s. s. and p. W . Rayof the S. R. & R. L. R. R. to show Tobie is a nephew of the late D. E. Mitchell c.
toon d
F. Hodges of Phillips.
their esteem.
Sept. 1, 1914.
1 W. Hinkley
Everyone w ill want to plan to at K. Oakes 3. b.
A heavy electrical sho'wer visited!
c. f. W. W ilbur
next H. Lamb 1 b.
Philliips at about 3 a. m.,
this tend the fair at Farmington
J. Thlbodean
4c.
morning, in fact several showers in! week, which has ranked well with th C. Lamb s. s.
Pillsbury
1. f. L.
succession, accompanied by quite a State Fair for the past f4w years. D. Hoar 1. f.
r. f. L. Raymond
heavy rainfall.
This morning
at: They always have excellent races E. W est r. f.
8 o’clock the sun is
struggling! and many attractions, besides the C. Lamb and V. Oakes put in some
Special telling work for the winning team.
through and weather prophets (pre- well fi'Ied exhibition hah.
after Th ey feel badily to beat so many of
diet a good day for the finish of the trains w ill run to Lewiston
Fair in Phillips.
The racing track the races Wednesday and Thursday their own men, but such is the case
Rangeley when they play against their own
will be touch improved if we get a and the Sandy R iver &
Lakes railroad will also have excur team.
little sun.
Mrs. Delia Oakes and
daughter,
Read the ad.
Many old friends were pleased to sion trains and rates.
greet Dr. L. A. Dascomb of
Skow- in another column.
Mrs. Hubert Spiller and Mrs.
An
hegan who was in town Wednesday! For nearly a week we have had son Oakes spent the week end with
with a party of friends by automobile reerd breaking weather for Septem Mrs. Nettie Nash at Jackman, mak
Mr. H. H. Berry wishes us to say] ber, the thermometer running
as ing the trip by automobile.
that he will remain in the electric] high or higher than it has this sum
Mr. and Mrs. Dal Haley and fam
Eevrybody was
sweltering ily have been spending
light business as he w ill not sell out mer.
the
past
to the Farmington company at pres even in their thin sumjruer apparel, week with relatives.
They
re
ent.
and the men were threatening
to turned home Tuesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hammons don their straw hats again.
Mrs. Joel Carlton was the guest of
have returned from Long pond where
Mrs. Ira D. Hoar Saturday en route
they have been employed this sum TREES ALONG COUNTRY ROADS for Kennebago, w here she w ill visit
mer at George Bonney’s cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. A lbert Carlton.
George McL_ Presson has announc Not O nly Useful as Shade to Stock In
Hildred Robertson
and
Charles
Fields, but Add G reatly to Beauty
ed his candidacy for the position of
Gibbs leave W ednesday morning to
of Thoroughfare*.
adjutant general of Maine.
continue their studies at Bates.
Pearle Nickerson had good
suc
Elizabeth, youngest daughter of
At a recent farmers’ institute meet
cess with Johnny L. at the Madison
Mr. and Mrs. W . F. Oakes w^as op
ing
the
planting
of
trees
along
the
Fair races last week, finishing first
country roads was advocated. It is erated on recently for appendicitis
in the 2.27 class and winning two
a plan worthy of consideration every by Drs. Bell and Colby. Tw o nurses
heats and second money in the 2.24 where. Trees beside country high are in attendance and the little pat
class.
Johnny L. stepped miles in ways are not of less value and im ient passed a comfortable
night
2.24 and 2.23%•
Marshall Preston portance than along the streets of a Monday.
took fourth money in the 2.27 class city. They are not only useful as
A pie supper was held at
the
shade to the stock in the fields and Dallas scboolbouse Friday
with Cyclone.
night.
Miss Lucy Hutchins and brother, to those who travel along the roads, Games were played, music being fur
Thurston, of New Portland
were but they add greatly to the beauty of nished by Mrs. C. B Harris.
Dur
the guests of their brother and fam the thoroughfares and are a distinct ing the evening lejmnnade
was
on
ily, Rev. M. S. Hutchins over Sun asset to the farmers by increasing sale.
About $9.00 was
realized,
the attractiveness of their land, says
day.
Miss Hutchins will remain for
an Illinois writer in Fanner's Re which w ill be used towards the pur
a time.
view.
chase of maps.
Earle
Joy
of
Dr. and Mrs. G. I. Higgins of P ly
The theory of the speaker was that Franklin is teacher.
mouth were recent guests of
his the trees should be planted inside of
Mrs. C. B. Harris bas moved her
brother, Dr. E, C. Higgins of Phillips. the road boundaries and not on the household goods to the home of her
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Currier return farm land, and that the planting should sister, Mrs. F. N. Harris.
ed Sunday night from a
delightful be done as a part of the road improve
Madelaine and Constantine Harn
auto trip to Skowhegan,
Pownal, ment at. public expense or by local or
den are spending the week in Port
ganizations
out
of
a
common
fund.
Newport, Cornville», 'etc, making short
land, guests of their sisters Gene
visits en route.
They left
home The work would have to be done with
vieve and Bessiesystem,
of
course,
and
provision
made
Wednesday of last week.
A new sidewalk is being laid on
for the care of the trees once they
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby was at were planted, but this system could
the south side o f School street be
home for a day or two last
week easily be worked out. Objection
tween Alien and Middle streets.
suffering with a bad eye,
caused might be raised in some quarters that
Mrs. Emma McCara returned home
from bursting of blood vessels).
shaded roads would not dry out eas Saturday night from Boston.
Miss
North Franklin Pomona Grange hia ily after rains and would, therefore,
A lice Sweetser returned
Monday
a good session last Thursday and a be muddy at inconvenient times, but
Saturday and Monday
are
the proper training and trimming of night.
the trees would remedy this difficulty. the days set for the form al display of
Tired Mothers. It ’s hard work to
Every one, even the fanner with m illinery which they have secured.
take care of children and to cook, out a shade tree on his premises, ad
Miss Marjorie Oakes left for L ew 
sweep, wash, sew and mend besides. mits the attraction of a shaded road iston Monday, preparatory to enter
Tired mothers should take
Hood’s on a hot summer day. Every traveler ing Bates college.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Kempton and
Sarsaparilla—It refreshes the blood, on such a day greets a bit of woods
or an overhanging orchard as an oasis Mrs. Lyman Kempton were called to
improves the appetite, assures rest
in a desert land and wishes that it
Taunton Thursday by the
sudden
ful sleep, and helps in many ways.
stretches on for miles. The occasion
death
of
their
brother-in-law,
Mr.
al land owner who has lined his side
Mr. Kempton returned
of the road with shade trees—or even Richardson.
The
ladies
with fruit trees— is regarded by the home Saturday night.
JAlive, unhurt, nil kinds, old or young. Also traveler as a good Samaritan and will remain for some time.
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
The time
Annie W olf has charge of
the
named animals at all times of year. Write or blessings go out to him.
wire what you have to offer, stating lowest will come, perhaps, when trees along library during the absence of
Mrs.
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
the country roads are desirable and L. J. Kempton.
me for prices and information before buying
M. F. STEVENS.
essential and their absence will show
Miss Lottie Fuller who has been
,
Dover, Maine
lack of proper enterprise in the com
Tel. 64.15
visiting her sister, Mrs. A Luton W il
munity.

FOXES W A NTED

bur, returned home the latter
part
of the week.
Miss Elzie Oldham and Miss Sad
ie Grover were recent guests of Mr.
and Mi-s. George Mosher.
Among those attending the fair at
Phillips are Fred Pillsbury and fam
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Won, Nelson, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Wilbur, Dennis Taylor
and mother and Mrs. Fred Ross.*
Stanslow Oakes, an aged and re
spected citizen died at his home Mon
day night.
Further particulars will
be given next week.
Tire lights are again on after a
three weeks’ period of darkness and
are much appreciated.
Quite a party of relatives
and
friends visited recently at the home
o f Mrs. Abram Ross and her sou
W esley at Farmington,, form erly of
Rangeley, among the number being
present were:
Mrs. Melissa Ann is.
John Annis, Mrs. Julia Perry, Miss
Blancaie Perry,
Mrs. Rosie
Cilley,
Miss Melissa Cilley of Colebrook, N.
H.; Mr. adn Mrs. Herbert W elch of
W ilton; Mrs. Rolla Tootbaker and
two children, Miss Ssie Ross
and
Warren Ross of Rangeley; W illis A.
Hoar of Phillips.
A ll report a very
pleasant time.
Buena Vista Farm, the beautiful
home of Mr. and Mrs. George Pills
bury was the scene of a
delightful
fam ily
gathering,
recently
which
goes to prove that there are still a
few good sized fam ilies in modern
times.
Eleven of the tw elve liv
ing children w ere present, who with
their fam ilies brought the number
well over 30.
A daughter,
Miss
Luilene, secretary o f the
Lewiston
Y. W. Q. A. was unable to be pres
ent. The party included; Mr. and
Mrs. George Pillsbury, Mr. and Mrs.
Dalton Haley aud family, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Hoar and two sons, Mr.
and Mrs. Verne Pillsbury and son,
Mr. and Mrs. John Pillsbury and
sons, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Pillsbury,
Rolla, Don, Ralphs Dan, Ella
and
Mattie Pillsbury.
Refreshments ap
propriate to the occasion were en
joyed and the day is one long to be
remetoibered by all present.
Joseph Vaughan, principal of High
school is now boarding at the Tav
ern. Miss W eebs and Miss Adafcns
have joined Miss Jones at A.
L.
Oakes’.

MOTOR WISDOM
A goggle for both day and night i*
the “ headlight."
A part of the glass
is yellow, which protects the wearer
from the glare of approaching cars.
The little horsehair eye stick is a
very handy traveling companion, for
it captures the cinder in the eye quick
ly and without causing irritation.
Women’s feather-weight oilskins are
much used for outings in stormy weath
er.
They have velvet collars, ivory
buttons and inner protection sleeves.
Capes to match may be obtained.
Another cape shows the Capuchin
monk collar, with an inner standing
collar. It is of butternut brown, lined
with tango shaded crepe. The hood
my be pulled over the head if de
sired.
Dogskin gloves with silk perforated
backs are worn again this season and
are shown in different styles.
The
chamois gloves are also good for outof-door wear, because they wash eas
ily.
On long trips bungalow moccasins
of chamois skin are often worn. They
may be had in dark tan as well as in
the natural color and are wonderfully
comfortable.
White taotora silk blouses in tail
ored models are worn with the cordu
roy sport coats. They may be eas
ily washed and do not require Iron
ing.

Mysterious Island.
Falcon island suddenly made its ap
pearance among thè Tonga Islands of
the Pacific about twenty years ago. A
loyal British trader promptly annexed
It, and proudly hoisted the union jack
on its highest point. It existed for
about a dozen years, banana and cocoanut trees began to grow upon it,
and then one day it disappeared in
just as mysterious a fashion as it had
come.
Bible Authors.

The men who wrote the collection
of Scriptures known as the Bible
(Greek Biblos, “ book” ) were mainly
of the Hebrew race. All of the Old
Testament authors were probably He
brews, and, of the New Testament,
Luke was the only non-Hebrew. Luke
was a Greek. . It is quite likely
though not proved) that the writer
of the “ Gospel according to John”
was also a Greek.
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collection
jelly,
The receipts of the first day were
Mrs. George Adams first, Mrs. D. $350.00instead of $339.00 as stated.
ord in advance. No headline or
W. Ross second; maple syrup, Clin-' Never in the his:ory of the society
j S t a V " Subject* itf a. b. c. order
ton Hamden first, G. L. Voter s e c - was there such a big second day atodn; dried fruit, Mrs,. Harry
Dun- tendance. There were 66 annual memham first; plums, Mrs. Harry Dun-;bership tickets sold and the gate re
ham first.
ceipts wore $165 00
for s a l e
Class
39—
Butter
and
Cheese.
Loaf
Walter Jones of Strong started the
FOR SALE—Four cylinder Franklin
white bread, Mrs. Harry Dunham races as usual and gave entire satisAbsolutely the best car for the mone
first, Mrs. F. Pillsbury second, Mrs.! faction.
io the state.
Four passenger^ top,
Perfect weather greeted the 63rdi# Class 12— Herds, Durham, A.
R Weston Parker third; brown bread,!
—■"■■
side cu rtains, fully equipped
with
Son Mrs. Frank Pillsbury first, Mrs. Har
jjrtkk tires In first-class
condition.] annual exhibition of
the North] Sedgeley first, C. O. Dill &
breads,! The stock on the grounds suffered
Excellent car for all around business.! Franklin Agricultural
Society, which second, O. A. Badger third; Holstein ry Dunliajcn second; graham
Mrs.
Hairry
-Dunham
first;
fruit SreaUy from heat, especially the
Price for quick sale $125.
Enquire, opened at Tootbaker
park on Tues- O. A. Badger first.
day.
At an early hour the cattle
Class 13— Herds Jersey,
S.
S cake, Mrs. Harry Dunham first; poultry, in. one pen two hens died
cf Maine Woods.
But
des
began to arrive and it 'was soon'Grose first, F. M. Ross second. O. A doughnuts, Mrs. N. H. Haines first, from heat prostration.
laid
¡plain to all that this would be a 1Badger third; Guernsey, J. F. Sweet Mrs. Weston Parker second; ginger pite the fact three eggs were
snaps, Mrs. Frank Pillsbury
first, by hens in the pens of F. A. Phil
FO R SALE— Summer cottages
and banner year for cattle.
The
bigiser first.
lots in B la n c h a rd , Maine. Good fish- town teams w ere drawn up in stateClass 14— Town team,, oxen, Strong Mrs. Harry Dunham second» Mrs. lips and D. W. Ross.
A t the eating house Mrs. Enjjma
and hunting. Fine scenery. F . ; ly array, while the young stock, m ikj first; Avon second; Phillips
third; Harvey W ing third.
tig
Raymond served an excellent dinner
cows
and
heifers
were
all
bunched
Madrid
fourth.
Class
40—
Houseliold
Articles.
Silk
TelG. Hayden, Brighton, Maine,
together in the classes to
which
Class 15— Town team, steers, Phil quilt, Mrs. A. J. W ing first, Mrs. to 150 people.
ephone connection.
In the hall C. W. Norton of Far
they belonged.
Mrs. David Haley second;
worsted
Ups first and second Strong third.
mington
entertained the people with
The park itself presented a fine
Class 16— Matched cattle,
bes quilt, Mrs. A. J. W ing frist,
Mrs.
n ia FOR SaLE—Edison Dictating
Helen selections on Inis pianos.
appearance. A new' wrire fence has pair matched oxen, C. F. Lew is first, Silas Blodgett second, Mrs.
LncLine. bn first class condition,
H. C. Moody is on hand as usual.
been built in front of the grand stan A. D. W hitney second, J. I. Harn Goldsmith third; bed spread, Mrs. E.
jolre at Maine Woods office.
on both sides, adding much to the den third; three-year old steers, C Dill first; embroidered towels, Mrs. His stand is on the corner of Main
street and the midway. He is sell
appearance of the place. The band C. Smith first, H. O. Sargent second W, Parker first, Miss Alice Jones
ing his famous roasted peanuts, as
stand which is next the judges’ stand C. F. Lewris third; two-year
old second, Mrs. F. S, Haley third; em
V e il as hot frankforts from Hotel
fOR SALE—Village
stands
for is also an improvement.
steers A. R. Sedgeley first and sec broidered pillow' slips, Mrs. C. W.
Auburn, all to be washed down by a
»It in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
A large number of booths are in ond, W. J. Ross third; yearlings, T Cushman first, Mrs. F. S.
Haley
Logn drink of Lemonade.
Morrison.
the midway this year, and
include A. Fairbanks first, C. F. Lew is sec second, Miss A lice Jones third; Mex
The crowd was the
biggest for
places where yo
can part
with ond, H. O. Sargent third; calves, C ican work pillow' slips, Mrs. F. S.
years, 223 annal member tickets be
|ycur\money for anything from a lem- E. Dill first, F. N. Dunham & Son Haley first, lace trimmed
pillow' ing sold.
F0R SALE— I soil coon,, opossum and.onade to a full meal» while
many second.
slips,. Mrs. W ill Daggett first; hook
The receipts for the day
were
bad dogs, Mississippi pit
ga|nes.| games of chance tempt one to try for
Class 17— Steers), best pair oxen ed rug, Mrs. E. Dill first;
braided
$339, quite a gain over last year.
large Indian games, game ducks. I the prizes which range from a stick C. F. Lew is first; three-year old, C rug., Mrs. Lee Ross first, Mrs. Adel
The ball game in the
afternoon
bay and sell (minks, coons, opossum,, pin to a watch.
F. Lewis first, A. R. Sedgeley sec pirns Parker second, Mrs.
N.
H
was between Phillips and Klngfiieid,
skunk, fox, squirrels and
prairie
N ever have so many cattle been ond and third; two-year old, A. R Haines third; men’ s hose, Mrs. W ill
resulting in a score of 19 to 10 in
chickens, and all live animals of any seen on the grounds, there
being Sedgeley first, A. D. W hitney second, Daggett first; display household man
favor of Phillips.
note w a n te d .
I sell traps to catch 306 head which is considered some C. F. Lewis third; yearling, A. R. ufactures, Mrs. F. W. Hamden first,
W alter exhibit for Phillips.
Afriong
the Sedgeley first,, C. F. Lewis
second, Miss Gertrude Jones second;
these a n ia m ls alive with.
cro
THE H ALL
W ill chet shawl, Mrs. D. W. Ross first;
Odom, Durcuit, Wis., Box 208.
large exhibitors w'ere S. S. Grose, T. A. Fairbanks third; calf,
— A. R. Sedgeley, O. A. Badger, C. O. Leavitt first.
crocheted jacket, Mrs. E. Dill sec
i D ill & Sons, J. F. Sweetser and C.
Class 18— Beef cattle, beef oxen ond; eyelet pillow sllips, Mrs, F. O.
TO LET
F. Lew is of Strong.
There were 59 C. F. Lew is first, A. W. Storer sec Bemls first.
The ball was unusuaLly interesting
—
sheep and 20 swine also.
ond, W. I. Sargent third; beef cow,
Class 42— Miscellaneous. Map draw this year, as there was an excellent
I TO LET—Tenetnent to let, with bath
The forenoon was taken up with, W. J. Ross first and second, beef ing by pupil of school, Edward display of fruit shdw. Mr. Harvey
»id stable» furnished if required. C. the judging of the cattle^ sheep, heifer, C. O. Dill & Son first, A. R.
Wood first, Clarence Noyes second, Wing had a nice farm display, com
W. Miner, Phillips, Maine.
swine and poultry and there wasa 3)so Sedgeley second.
of Winship school.
prising farm produucts, there belhg
a ball game between Phillips High
Class 19— Working oxen, best pair
75 or more varieties.
It was
at
M IS C E L L A N E O U S
school and Bragg Corner, which, re C. H. Noyes first, N. E. Butler sec
tractively displayed on a neat green
S EC O N D DA Y
sulted in a victory fo r Phillips of ond, Mrs. Emma Rayjmond
third;
stand with strings of crab apples and
ONE HUNDRED dollars reward for 11 to 10.
three-year old steers,. J. O. Dunham
cranberries fasterned over the stand.
information of the thief who broke
The second day of the fair open Next to Mr. W ing’s display
There were so many cattle to be first, W. E. Heath second, H. M
was
ed bright and fair, with the promise the exhibit of Mr. George Willard of
Into Camp Whitney on
Richardson judged that it was late in the after- Lufkin third.
Lake this spring.
Apply to
Mr. noon when ail was finished and the
Class 20— Steers, A. R. Sedgeley cf even greater heat than that of Strong.
In tills display was 115 or
the day before, but the horses do more varieties and it was also at
William J. Downing, 47
Esmond pulling of the big oxen was then first and second.
ttreet, Dorchester, Mass.
; taken up.
The following premiums were a- not seem to mind the heat like the tractively placed. A large sign with
al the najme “ W illard’' made of crab
The following premiums were a w'arded in draft cattle the first day: cattle, and as trotting horses
j warded the first day:
Class 2,
Class 21— Draft cattle, 7-foot and ways do their best on a ihot day, no apples was put over the
display.
C A M P E R S R E T U R N IN G H O M E
i registered short horn bull over two! over, A. W. Stower first, I. R. Bub cne seemed to mind.
One of the curiosities was an en
A t an early hour the horses be ormous pumpkin, that would ¡weigh
----------years, A. R. Sedgeley, first;
bull ier second, B. F. Savage third; undunder tw'o years, C. O. Dill- & Son,!er 7-foot, N. E. Butler first, A. D. gan to arrive and like the number at least 75 pounds.
Mr. Willard
Augusta people who have been en- first.
Whitney second, H.
E.
Dunham, of cattle of the day before, the eu said lie was obliged to put it in a
las wheelbarrow to take it to the house.
joying the
summerdays at their ootClass 4— Registered Holstein
bull), third; under 6-feet, H. G.
Bates tries far exceeded those of
■soqqoo jo
sauoqs eqq Suoib
9e3m Fred Wells, first; bull under
two first, C. E. Law'rence Second, C. F. year, there being 70 head of horse
Mrs. W illard also had a beautiful
on the grounds.
seconteeare
now
closing
their years old, Pinkham & Berry first; Ross third.
display of flowers, including
13
Among the interesting horses en kidns of asters, 11 kinds of phlox
1doors and returning to the city for calf, G. F. Beal first.
Class 22— Sheep, Sliropslilre buck,
the winter, and by the end of the
Class 5— Registered Guernsey, two Berry & Pinkham first; ilamb,
W tered were eight ponies belonging t and several varieties of
There was one baby batcheldar buttons, pinksi, petunias,
week but few of the cottages will year old bull, N. E. Butler first,
W. Mitchell first and second;
ew W. J. Ross.
remain open,
says the Kennebec
Class 6—Registered Jersey,
best] sheep, W. W. Mitchell
first an ful and two yearlings. One beauti etc.
Mrs. Hattie Hoyt has a beau
at tiful exhibit of asters,
Journal.
The only cottages
now' herd,. W. W. Mitchell first; calf, S. thirdt. Berry & Pinkham
second ful pair of spotted ahetlamds
and
lots
of
attention, while phlox.
occupied on the east shore are those s. Grose first; F. A. Phillips second; ewe lambs, W. W. Mitchell
first, tracted
cf Col. Blaine Owen and Dr. J. W. stock cow, W . W. Mitchell first, sec- Berry & Pinkham second and third Robert, a beautiful cream white with
Mrs. E. H. Whitney brought a pot
Moore and the latter w ill probably ond and third; milch, cow. W. W. Mlt Hampshire, R. C. Ross first, second white main and tail was the centre of drawf dahlian that
were very
come into town next w'eek.
Of the chell, first, second and third; three- and third; Cheviot, F. H. Hathaway of an admiring grop nearly all the pretty.
Mrs. Chester Allen had a
time.
As there was no premium fine display of preserves and pickles.
feet shore colonists T. A.
Cooper year c®d heifer, W. W.
Mitchell first.
on ponies Mr. Ross entered
them
ud family moved into town Sunday, first; yearling heifer,. W. W.
MitClass 23— Swine, sow and litter of
just for an exhibit.
W. S. Wyman and family moved in chell first and third; M. H. Daven- pigs, Mrs. Epima Raymond
first;
Honday from their cottage on th e!port second; caDf, F. A. Phillips first Chester boar., W . J. Ross
first;
THE RACES
The 63rd cattle show apd fair of
north shore and F. B. Purington and \y w . Mitchell second and third.
Chester pig, R. C. Ross first and
the North Franklin Agricultural So
D. W. Adams, who have cottages on
Class 7—Grade Hereford
stock, second; grade sboats, Mrs.
Emma
ciety which w ill close to-day )Thursthe same shore, w ill probably move three year old heifer, C. E.
Dill Raymond first and second.
The races were called at 1-.30 o’clock,
day( w ill go down into history
as
‘i the latter part of the week.
first; C. O, Dill & Son second.
Class 24— Poultry, Plymouth Rock the 2 25 class starting with three
the
Henry E. Capen and
daughter
cjfiss 8—Grades Jersey, stock cow hens, F. A. Phillips first; chickens, horses. Odd Fellow drew the pole and the most successful fair and
biggest cattle show ever known. Tim '
Ruth came down from
Moosehead f . M. Ross first; milch cow', S. S. Mrs. A. P. Davenport first; bronze held it easily through the three heats,
was when the fair at Phillips wasn’t
lake Monday morning and after Qrcse firsitj second and third; three- turkeys, F. A. Phillips first; Indian Cyclone being distanced in the second
The cattle were few
;passing a portion of the day in the year cld .heifer, S. S. Grose first; O. game rooster, A. M. Goldsmith first; heat, caused by his going lame and so very much.
and of poor quality the horse exhibit
city left on the afternoon
express A Badger second; C. E. Dill third; brown leghorns, D. W . Ross first; breaking several times the first time
ditto, while the hall display wasn’t
ter Boston on their way to
Brad- tfivo-year oLd heifer, W . H. Searles white leghorns, F. A. Phillip® first; around. The summary:
wliat it might be. But all is chang
ford, where Miss Capen w ill enter; fiTSlt and seCond; W ill Leavitt third; chick St F. A. Phillips first.
Odd Fellow, ch s,
1 1 1
ed nowLast Tuesday, on ToothakBradford Academy for a course of yearling, T. A. Fairbanks first; W.
Bert C. Wells
Class 26—Light Harness Stallions.
er park was shown cattle that would
•tody. A number of her classmates jj Searles second and third;
calif,
2 2 2
Standard bred stallion, W . T. Hinds, Johnnie L, ch g,
compare with any fair in the state.
to F, G. Phillips first.
*t Cony High were at the train
F. P. Nickerson, Farmington
1st.
All the old, cheap cattle were gone,
•« her off,
Class 9— Guernsey, stock cow', N.
3 dis
Class 27—Brood mares and colts. Cyclone, b g,
and in their plac-e were cattle of a
E. Butler first and second;
milch
E. M. Preston, Farmington
Standard brood mare, L. A . Worthley,
quality that made the judges look
ccw, S. S. Grose first; J. F. SweetTime: 2.24 1-4, 2.30 1-2, 2.25 1-4
sharp to find competing
points.
1st; W. T. Hinds, 2d. Non standard
ser second; three-year old
heifer,,
W ith 306 head of icattle
shown,
brood mare, Marshall H. Davenport,
Weston Parker first; tw'o-year
old
The 2.50 class was of more interest who can say that Phillips did not
1st; S. L. Mecham, 2d. Non standard
Sw
heifer. S. S. Grose first; J. F. Sweet
2-years-old colt, F. L. McLaughlin, 1st. than the 2.25 because of the fact that compare, yes, even go ahead of even
|
I
ser second and third; yearling, N.
nujmiber
Non standard bred yearling colt, F. A. there were seven starters. Billy B state fair at Lewiston in
ra l W ?
FOR
E- Butler first; W. J. Ross
second:
the
Phillips, 1st; Ralph Bangs, 2d. Stand- took the first heat, but Fannie Etta and quality, as compared to
GUNS A N D
J- F. Sweetser third;
calf, J. F
ard bred spring co’t, L. A. Worthley, easily carried off the other three. The size of the town?
P
F I S H - R O D S
[Sweetser first and second.
And the horse exhibit on Wednes
1st; W. T. Hinds, 2d. Non standard ] summary:
Qllasis 10—Grade short horn stock
J Billy B, b g,
1 2 2 2 day, was not 70 good horses but man
William F. Nye is the great cow, A. D. Graffam first; O.. A. spring colt, S. L. Mecham, 1st.
F. C. Burrill, Stratton
registered and not a few of standard
Class 30—Draft stock.
2-years-old
est authority on refined oils in the Badger second; A. R. Sedgeley third;
Dick Wilkes, br g,
4 55
breeding.
stallion,
C.
A.
Wing,
1st.
Brood
imdloh Cow, A. Sedgeley first
and
"'oriel. He was the first bottler; has
B.
L. Taylor, Stratton
Is it any wonder that the trustees
second; O. A. Badger third;
three- mares, W. W. Mitchell, 1st; C. A.
the largest business and N Y O I L
Aeroplane, b m,
3 3 4 3 feel encouraged?
Surely they are
Wing,
2d;
J.
F.
Sweetser,
3d.
2-yearsyear old heifer, A. R. Sedgeley first;
R. S. Johnson, Strong
» the best oil he has ever made.
getting their reward for
all
the
old
colt,
N.
E.
Gould,
1st;
Pinkham
&
O A. Badger second; C. O.
Dill
Claribel, b m,
6 6 3 4 hard work they have put in.
All
NYOIL
& Son third; two-year old
heifer, Berry, 2d; W. W. Mitchell, 3d. Yearl
Albert Jones, Farmington
honor to the officers of the society.
ing,
N.
Willard,
1st;
J.
F.
Sweetser,
Weston Parker first, C. O.
Dill &
HAS NO EQUAL.
5 4 dis
They have the assurance that all
Spring Jimmie Wilkes, b g,
Son second and third; yearling,
A. 2d; Pinkham & Berry, 3d.
Beware of scented mixtures called
C.
L. Crosby, Anson ic well and can now feel relieved.
colt,
W.
W.
Mitchell;
1st;
C.
A.
Wing,
It. Sedgeftey first, O. A. Badger sec
0,1- Use NYOIL on everything
Martha Washington, r m,
dis
The trotting, too, was much better
where a light oil is needed. It pre
ond W. E. Hinkley third; calf, C. 2d; J. F. Sweetser, 3d.
A. Withey, Phillips
than has been seen here. Excellent
Class
31—Draft
horses.
Under
c i s rust and gives perfect lubricaO. D ili & Son first, C. E. Dill
toon.
2 1 1 1 horses were entered in both classes
3,000 lbs, F. Ë. Wells, 1st; S. S. Grose, Fannie Etta, b m,
second, A. R. Sedgeley third.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
T. R. Luce, Strong
and with seven starters
in
the
2d;
F.
E.
Ladd,
3d.
Under
2,500
lbs,
Class 11— Grade Holstein,
stock
your firearms and your rod. You will
Time: 2.32 1-2, 2.30, 2.31, 2.32 1-2.
2.50 class, it was some horse race.
J.
O.
Dunham,
1st;
F.
N.
Dunham
&
findit by far the best. Hardware and
cow O. A. Badger, first second and
To-day the racing promises to be
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
third; three-year old heifer, O. A. Son, 2d; E. T. Hutchins, 3d.
pottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
as good if not better and with
it
Eadger, first, second and
third;
NOTES
111trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
the crowds of people come to-day
Class 38—Fruit and Honey. Cran-j
two-year old heifer, Evan Webber
that have patronized the fair
the
'
WM. F. NYE,
first, J.
E. Noble, second, A. R. first, Bion Wing second, Mr®. Ches-j
will
second; grapes, Mrs, Geo.
Adamst Mrs. Emma Raymond furnished din- first two days, the officials
Sedgeley
third;
calf
O.
A.
Badger
N ew Bedford, Mass.
continue to smile long smiles.
firs^, Bion Wing secodn, Mrs. Ches- ner to over 250 people.
first.
1 iT lL iL ill
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Show of Cattle and Horses The Largest Yet
Stock Is Especially Good

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

SEPTEMBER

24,

1914.

THE GOOD-BYES
BEING SAID

and the dainty cats pick their way!
state and sectional competitions— !
T H E BEA R T H A T G O T A W A Y
across lots in the cold
and
.wetj
were entered in the various contests
dews.
of this national tournament.
On these early September morning
The importance which the sporting
y 0ur true hunter reckons not the
30 years ago a man w ith a breechworld to-day attaches to the Grand j hardships of the trail. H e welcomes loading shot-gun might have slain a^
_________
Fish and Game Commision Will
* due to the rem ^ kaM el them.
They increase his joy. Even half-a-liundred fat plover in a half
rapidity with which trapshooting has disappointments
d'saBDnmtniPiUs k
aw a
a. certain
certain
have
fas- an hour’ s shooting.
Now a half a _
. .
,
M
growm in popularity during its brief i cination.
He tells you with great dozen birds in that time seems
Inform Public
t o ■tntert41Ding r Fiends
at Dodg^
history of twenty-five years. Though gusto of the deer lie didn’t kill, and
be doing wonderfully well.
San Francisco, Sept. 7.—The Cali- it traces its origins bade to
the includes the incident in the story lie
Pond—No Fish Count But
F o r M aine plover, like the P rogres
fornia Fish and Game Commission, ■English pastime of pigeon-shooting, sends to his favorite outdoor maga sives of Maina, are slowly and sure
Consider the follow ing para ly going from tine fie ld s and wroods
believing that education as to the which was once a favorite
amuse- zine.
The Big Ones
necessity and value of game
p r o - > e n t at the inns and sporting resorts graph, taken from an account of a
c f Maine.
tection and preservation is a more ¡o f the southern and midland counties bear hunt
W e mention them to-day just to
efficient means of conserving
the! its codem development is American
“ While putting the dogs into the compare their abundance now
with
and
its
present
form
has
been
brush at the bottom of a gulch, their greater abundance, of 30 years
state’s game than police patrol, has
(Special Correspondence)
inaugurated a bureau of
research adopted in England and most of the something attracted m y attention up
ago.
/
Continental
countries.
In
the
the mountain side on the rooks.
I
and publicity.
Dr. Harold C. Bry
Nobody ever expects them to be
Mountain View, Rangeley, Sept. 2«
little
ant of the University of
California United States there are now about looked up and beheld a fine
suprem ely abundant again.
—These are the days when
3,400
trapshooting
clubs,
with
an
ac
brown bear gazing down upon
us.
the
has been placed in charge} of
To-day, Maine farmers speak
of are packing their trunks and aft«
i of this tive membership of 110,000 to 115,- I threw my gun to my shoulder and the M aine plover tine way our
new work,
an
weeks here by the lake are sayiiij
ways and 000; and according to high authority fired, but an instant late, for just as cestors w ere wont to speak o f the
bureau wil
“ good bye until another year." j,
the
number
of
traps
hooters
in
tine
I pulled the trigger he dropped out
means of protecting and preserving
form er abundance of the M aine wild has been a 1nappy company and u
foreign and domestic game
b ird s ' country, including those who get out cf sight behind the rocks. The dogs
pigeons.
The last wild pigeon a live they go ‘to their city homes It
within the state and to dispense in- on the firing line with considerable saw him, however, and the chase
in this
country to-day is
beyond be with pleasant memories of th
formation relative to game by means frequency during the season but a ie was on.
Mr. Bear turned into the
'doubt
a
lonely
and
unmated
fenialt^j SviirLme>r of 1914 at Mountain View
of bulletins dealing with the status ¡not enrolled as club members, totals brush and down the guillcih he came,
bird which lias occupied its solitary
of game.
A study w ill also be made at least 250,000 and possibly 300,000. with both dogs close at his heels
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Damon oi
roost within the Cincinnati, Ohio, Zoo
o f the habitats, habits and breeding
Gie figures show the sport has a Close to the rancher they crashed
Fitchburg, Mass., arrived on fr;.
for more than 30 long years.
seasons of the different game birds large public and is entitled to rank through the thick undergrowth— s
How long it may be before
th day fo r their usual September stay
and mammals of the state so that a bigh, in this respect, among
the thick that it was difficult to deter
last remaining plover w ill occupy a
E veryon e had a welcome Tues<U?
basis for same game laws may bejH vals of baseball the rivalry,
1>> m ine which was bear and which was
sim
ilar
position
and
join
some
zo
for
''E. O. Noyes of Brockton, Mass,
the way, being entirely
figurath e. dog
The rancher got in
severa
afforded.
no naturalist knows and no situden who fo r many years has been «
Laws and police measures^ though |la point o f number of contestants the g ^ t s , but with no effect.
Down
of natural history can be able to in annual comer.
necessary, are not so effective for Grand American stands alone in the the mountain we ran, dogs and bear
form us.
the preservation of game as an en-! calendar of Ajjuerican sports,
S everal of the F. L. Butler part;
in the lead, everybody yelling to en
T h ey are here and shot and killed
lightened public sentiment, This new
Many country clubs provide trap- courage the dogs and in the hope of
of Gardner, Mass., who went home
They
move of the commission w ill hasten shooting facilities; summer
resort scaring the bear up a tree. Breath under our very eyes to-day.
this week had a bunch of parti%
are gone, having become totally ex
the day when a large force o f ward- hotels are pretty sure nowadays to less and weary, w e fin ally got
to take with them.
to
ens, making hundreds of
arrests place the sport among their standard the dogs, who w ere lying down unde tinet by the morrow.
Mrs. W est Bissell returns to Phi
Before w e realize that- they
are
outdoor attractions, and several col a tree, ‘aill in’ and no beat in sight.
yearly, w ill be unnecessary.
adelphia to-day after a most pleagon
leges— Harvard, Yale and Princeton, His pace bad been too hot fo r our going, they are gone— and
ant summer.
H er son Cyrus left
for good.
for example— have introduced it into tunihardened pups and/ he had
es
fo r M ontreal yesterday after a hty
their recreational curricula. Not a caped.”
(Now hear the conclusion
T R A P S H O O T IN G A N
A M E R IC A N
py vacation at Mt. View .
few American warships carry trap of the matter.)
“ It was the ranch
G A M E P O R S E C U T IO N S
SPORT.
shooting equipments for the use of er’s first bear and lie was much dis
Mr. and Mrs. W . Roger FronefieU
officers and men— the sky is an ex appointed not to get him. W e w er
of Moylan, Penn., have taken tie
cellent background for the targets— all agreed that it was the
camp at Dodge Pond for a few dip
bes
Th e follow ing
prosecutions hav
W ith six or seven hundred expert- and at naval and m ilitary stations sport that we had had in a
long recently been reported to the state and are entertaining over Sunday
enced marksmen on the firing line, ha our insular possessions, as well time, hence were pretty well satis
Mrs. Lew is and sons, Mrs. M. M
commission of inland fisheries and
and something like eight thousand as at army posts here at home, the fied.”
Menken and
A.
Montgomery, Jr
gam e:
non “combatants in attendance,
the Pastime has enthusiastic followers,
Fred F ow ler and W alter Wight are
It was “ the rancher’s
first bear,’
ranci
Gatme W arden M. Curtis on duty
classic trapshooting event of
the It is pre-eminently an amateur sport, even though it escaped.
j their guides.
Th ere in the vicin ity o f E agle Lake
es
re_____
year, which was held at Dayton, demanding neither physical prowess spoke the true hunter.
ported the payment o f a fin e o f $10i, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Bonney, Mrs
Ohio, during four days
of
last nor any more time than the indiviby A d o f Charrett o f F ort K en t
fo r A. F. Gammon, Mrs. G. M. Corn-week, was somewhat noisy but—in dual cares to give.
Tired business
of Farmington and A. B. Russell of
the
illeg
a
l
killing
of
a
bird
other
comparison with Europe’s demonstra men compare it with golf as a
deT H R IL L IN G
E X P E R IE N C E
W I T I than a gam e bird.
W ilton w ere one o f the
automobik
tion of one use of guns and powder stroyer of mental cobwebs and physiparties
entertained
here
this
week
Game
W
arden
J.
L.
Howard
o
f
— quite peaceful.
A city of tents cal invigorator, because it requires
W OLVES.
R idlon ville reported the paym ent of
had risen suddenly* on a field la rg e1concentration
and
enlivens
the
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. kinnier of Rai
a fin e of $14 and costs by H erbert sas City, Mo., w ere here for sever!
enough for .the encampment
of a niuscles.
Women have trapshooting
H atfield fo r catching short trout.
whole brigade of soldiers, and on its clubs of their own— despite the seem
days this week.
Edmunton, Alta..— Jaco
Ransen,
Game W ardens D. F. Brown and
outskirts were fought the battles for inS paradox of femininity and shot
Mrs. Benj. B. Bryan of New Yort
Roland Secord and Irwin
Wi»sner.|w
T Pollard o f Foxcroft, reported
the trophies and titles of the tour- guns— and test their skill beside the
residents of West Edmonton, where th<J payment o f a fln e o f ?35 by Dr> has joined her husband and son fr:
nament.
Every mark chalked down men at Larchmont, Pinehurst,
and
they' are employed in the
Grand W illiam J. Dang of Stamford, Conn., Uie rem ainder of their atay.
on the scoreboard was preluded thus I many other places.
Trunk P acific railway roundhouse fo r killin g one partridge and hunting
Miss Charlotte R. Walker of Por.
“ R ea d y!” from the puller; “ P u ll!”
Trapshooting has its place in the
had a terrifying experience
in the without a non-resident’s license
on land was the guest o f Miss Hawkit;
from the shooter; then the “ B an g!” Olympic Games, and in scone coun
heart of a dense forest in
Jasper Sept. 4.
this week.
followed by the call of “ D ead!” or tries o f Europe is one of the leadPark the night of
September 10.
F o r hunwfng without a license, as
sometimes “ L o s t!” from the referee.!
sports.
Only a few days
beMr. and Mrs. C. C. Fites and sot
W hile motoring from Jasper House
Baseball fans are not more diligent fore the outbreak of the All-Corners tc Fitzliugh, B. Ca, 250 miles west of required o f aliens by a provision of Ciiarl.es H. Files o f Portland, nfec
tlie state game laws, Lino Baraduea
in forecasting the results of a ¡W ar the Germans won an interna
made the trip from Dlxvllle
Not
Edmonton, the automobile
broke
was fined $25 and his firearm
con
W orld’s Championship Series
than! tional trophy for
which
German,
were here W ednesday on their wt!
down and as the chauffeur was un
fiscated
by
Warden
E.
W
.
W
ard
of
tr&pshooters are in trying to
piJok British and Belgian shooters
conhcpxe.
able to repair the machine, the men M illinocket.
out the winners of the Grand Amer- tested at Hendon, England. Among pitched camp near the south trail.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Twomblyoi
lean.
In trapshooting the prizes, the fashion-setting adherents in EurWithin an hour after the sun ha
Boston, who are one their weddin*
both pecuniary and honorary, go as °-pe are inonarchs and princes, many slipped behind the western
moun
a rale to individuals rather
than j
whom are too busy at present to tains, the trio, seated on the grass A M E R IC A N
NEW SBOY
H A L T E D tril> w e re 1,jere f<>r t!‘e week endteams, and in reckoning the number! indulge in this form of
recreation. heard the long drawn howfl of a
Mrs. A. E. Kilbourne and Mis
BY W A R .
of followers o f the sport you count King Alphonse, however, is still at wolf, quickly answered by
M arie V. Itey of
East
Hartford
others
A devoted
strapshooter
tire actual participants instead
of leisure.
Conn., a fter a pleasant stay at K*i
Th e pack drew closer and the thre
cup
the crowds in grandstand and bleach himself, he is the donor , of the
,
men, headed l>y Hansen., ran to a “ P itts ie ” Ryan, W a lk in g Aroirnd T h e nehago are here fo r a short stay i
represents the championship
.
.,
.__
,
ers.
Except at a few tournaments which
their way home.
„ _ ,
, .
,. ,
^ deserted cabin, where they
made
W o rld , Last H e ard F ro m
in
and for winch an annual! ,
, . ,
,
most of the spectators are also com of Spain
....
,
|shelter.
Fires were lighted and th
T h e fly fisherm en all want cok
„
,
,
...
, ,
petitors.
The Dayton meet was aj competition is held at Jerez de la! men
P aris.
armed themselves with clubs, in
w eather and would not care if i’>
gathering of trapshooters, and half Frontera
the absence of weapons, and passed
rained and the wind blew a gale, "
a thousand of them— stars of local,
the night watching the wolves try
One of the globe-trotters whom wa only the fish would rise, for «
ing to break through the circle of
overtook in Europe is “ P itts ie '’ R y Roy Hawkins said. “ W e don’t count
T H E L A S T W IL D P IG E O N
D E A D flames.
an, an Am erican newsboy
whos the two pounders, they must be big
“ I have had numerous hair-risin
face, if not his name, is known to fellow s or they are no good,” but!
experiences
diiring my life-time,
thousands o f people, including not a venture to say there is no otiMf
That the last survivor o f the mil to Delmonton of morning of Sept (tu few dignitaries.
“ P itts ie ” started place In the country where a fiifelions o f wild pigeons which
years ber 14, “ but the night in the wood almost tw o years ago to walk around ennau wouldn’t take count of a t
ago inhabited eastern United States, said Hansen when the party returne the world, taking Ms tim e doing it, pound trout or salmon.
lias just dieds was the announcement was the most terrifying.
and when last heard from lie was in
“ W e had neither food nor weap
made last week by T. Gilbert Pear
Paris selling American
newspaper
pro
son, Secretary of the National As ons, and tliere with just the
to tourists.
T lia t was three weeks
the
sociation of Audubon Societies. The tection of the fires, we passed
ago.
H e wrote to a “ n ew sie” ini
vast flocks of these birds which a long hours of the night, which seem N ew York that he expected to be
generation ago, were the ornitholo ed a year, literally hemned in by a back in this country in August, but!
gical wonder of the world, .have en band of ha If-famished beasts. Tha he has not yet appeared on Broad
tirely disappeared, and at 2 o’clock p luck was with us is the only reason way and lias whereabouts are
un
m. on September 1, the last individ w e are alive .and safe to-day. I shaf known.
His friends, however,, de
ual died in the Zoological Gardens never forget tliat night.
clare that “ P itts ie ” is well/ able to
“ W e dared not rest as we had to
at Cincinnati.
It was a female and
take care of himself, as lie is re
was hatched In captivity 29 years constantly replenish our fires with sourceful and self-reliant and make
E sp ecia lly w hen the crust
brush to keep the wolves from rush
ago.
is the crisp, flaky, tender
j friends everyw h ere he goes.
ing
on us, and it was not untj/T 4
“ This marks the absolute extinct
kind that W illia m T el!
oung Ryan, who has sold papers
ion of another species o f North o’clock the following morning, when in most o f the large cities o f the
makes— the digestible, whole
dawn
began
to
break
that
the
w
olve
some crust that brings every
American birds,” said Mr.
Pear
I can tell you a heart United States, began his long tour
one back for a second piece.
son.
“ Many theories have
been slunk away.
in October, 1912, sailing from
San
Jules Pepin
felt
sigh
went
up from our party
advanced as to the cause of
the
They like William Tell cake
I<
rancisco
with
only
a
pedestrian’
j
of
Auburn,
Maine, finds no other
just as well, and William Tell
disappearance of the myriads,
but when, with our auto at last repair peek and a Remington rifle.
dyspepsia medicine so good as
From
ed,
we
made
our
way
into
Fitzliugh.’
bread, biscuits and muffins.
there is absolutely only one cause,
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
the Hawaiian Islands he
w en t
to
they have been wiped out by the
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
By relieving indigestion, it pre
Australia.
A fte r w alking
acr(>s
Wheat and a special process of
traps, nets and guns pf
American
vents the constipation, bilious
Australia
lie
took
a
boat
to
South
milling obtainable only in
ness, headache and dizziness,
hunters.”
p l o v e r s a r e p ip in g
Africa, and set out on the long and
that so quickly follow a disor
(27)
The Audubon Association, which is
difficult tramp up the A frican
condered stomach.
laboring for the protection of wild
“ I write to tell you that we have made use
tment from Johannesburg to Cairo I
of ‘L. F .’ Atwood's M edicine for four
birds, has issued a large picture of
For two weeks or more past the He did Europe afoot and
years, and we arc able to say that it is a rem
reached!
edy without equal for dyspepsia. For me
the wild pigeon in colors.
This to-¡upland and common field plover hav Paris several weeks ago.
Fond of:
aud my family ttisatreasure in the house.
g ether with a full account o f
the, been flyin g up ahead of horse and
[signed] J ift.ES P ei’11'
adventure, lie doubtless
was
not!
Get the big bottle to-day at your
history o f these birds w ill be mail- carriage or automobile as they have
dealers—35c. Ask us to send»
greatly troubled by the outbreak of
F R E E sample if you’ ve never
ed free, as a memoriam, to anyone1gone speeding
through
Eastern
waq. but his hosts of friends, nev
Used
‘ L, F.’ b e f o r e .
C. H . M cKenzie Trad ing Co.,
sending a request to the Secretary, Maine in the early morning, as the
“ L. F.” Medicine Co.,
P o r tla n d , Me.
ertheless, are anxious fo r news o f
Phillips, Mains,
1974 Broadway, New York City
mists still cling about fence-sides 'P ittsie” Ryan.
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When a drowning person
grabs with it.
But under the national law
you the proper way is to grasp him the same offense is liable to a pen
by the jaw and press your thumbs alty o f $100 fine or 90 days in jail;,
in the hollows just where the ear or both fine and Imprisonment. An
joins the jaw.
If you press the other point which
has not been
thumbs hard enough the pain will cleared up yet, and w ill not be until
be so severe that he will involuntar-; it is cleared in due course of enily release his hold of you to raise forcement of the law, is whether or
bis bands to his jaw .
Then grab not a criminal can be punished with
him by the hair and keep him at both state and national penalties for
arm’s length, jerking him over on| the same offense.
The case is not
his back. Then swim on your o|wn precisely covered by the declaration
back.
In this positon his head will of rights where it says that a perbe about the middle of your waist,! son shall not be put twice in jeopand he cannot clutch your legs or lardy fo r the same crime, for
that
arms.
means under the same
jurisdiction.
Th e way for would-be violators is
not to break the law, and then they
THE LURE
OF THE
CROOKED will not be caught.
Inspector Hennessy says that he
TR A IL S .
shall get in touch with the local
state inspector, and they w ill turn
information
Now is the hunter’s time of anti over to him whatever

24, 1914.

FISHING A T THE SOURCE WHERE river are extremely beautiful.

The

|prevailing rock is of a reddish tint,
|tlie waters of the stream are a rich
----------I brown and the countryside is coverLearning to swim is easy of ac|ed in a dense second growth
with
oomplishDienti and every boy and
When one goes fishing there are the varied green of birches, poplars
gTl should learn, but few swimmers
more than average good grounds for and young conifers.
Then there la
understand fully all the little trick®
seeking out Some place that is in- a falls where the water slips and
which in an emergency may
save
teresting, or picturesque or both, as swishes down past a ruined darn., a
not only their lives but
that o f
well as being a good pplace in which; reminder of the time, not so many
gome comrade.
One of the common
to fish.
Some even go so far as’ years ago, when all such streams in
errors is that a swimmer is
kept
to maintain that it is more
im-| northern Minnesota were busy with
from sinking because o f the m ove
portant to visit attractive
fishing the now waning industry of lumberments of the arms and legs.
As
grounds than fertile ones
althoughi ing.
Below the
dam the brown
every one ought to know it is the
that view can hardly be upheld by water twists and struggles through
air in his lungs that keeps him on
those who really love the sport. How-j a third of a taile of red rock canyon
the surface, and if he refrains from
ever., it must be admitted that one where pines that have
apparently
using his arms and legs he can float
can more easily ascertain beforehand been bolted upright to the
naked
on the surface.
that the place he goes is interesting rock nod and gesture above
the
The worst thing to do in an ac
or picturesque than that it
will worried stream, reproving
and ascident is to flounder around
and
yield good fishing.
This is partly senting to reproof.
shriek and cry.
That expels the air
responsible for the fact that manyj In a place of such beauty regret
from the lungs and then the body
who return with few or no fish in tl ji at lack o f success with the rod is
will quickly sink.
W ith this fact cipation.
sought hut faint, though it must he admitted
It is the time when th e!they have r€earding the habits and creel stoutly claim to have
understood we may experiment with office-caged man has
an that success was decidedly lacking,
hallucinations migTati(>Ils of tlie different species of cut their fishing grounds with
a number of things to show
how even in business hours.
He looks b*rds which come under the national eye to beauty than results. Of course However on the homeward way, after
little it takes to support the body. out of the window and sees a herd law.
They are also expected to put they expected to get a couple of Dobbin, had been sent at the various
The high silk hat of a man contains of mountain sheep feeding in their him in possession of whatever facts! sacksful, but not so doing they had hurdles, this time
without the adsufficient air to keep him from sink sky pastures.
they
may
have
against
violators
of
the
other
story
as
a
secondary
line
vantages
of
being
unhitched,
another
His ear catches the
ing if he grasps it by the brim and far drumming of a
Which shows that
the spot on the river was touched and
partridge.
He the law, and the two officials will j defense.
of a large and
holds it upright so the air is im knoNvs of a happy huntimgground that put their evidencetogether in work- j artistic temperament is used to cover much manipulation
prisoned under the hat.
Even
a he could reach by train.
The; more sins than a flowing bow tie and angry looking spoon hook resulted in
A railroad ing up cases for prosecution,
derby hat will support a half grown timetable, bearing evidence of much jurisdiction of the state and national a barbers’ boycott.
ja not o f three pickerel of about two
boy or girl if held right.
If one were really looking for an pounds apiece in weight. At least.
kise, is locked in a drawer o f his officers is not coterminous, for the
Dish pans and buckets or tin pails desk, arid with it lies a copy o f the national law relates simply to mi- interesting place to fish and one as far as fishing was concerned the
gratory birds.
it does not cover where he would have a right to ex- day's experiences were redeemed by
Can also be used as life-preservers. game laws.
,
a
Invert these in the water and grasp
The boss is similarly affected, so such birds as patridges., which \are pect a good catch, the very headwat- the fact that after much effort
the rim with both hands, and
do he doesn’t notice that anything is not migratory, and it has nothing to erg of the Mississippi river might few fish were caught, rather than,
being
not tip them so the air can escape.
matter.
Go home with, either do with animals, such as deer. In-|be considered a fairly decent choice, as so often happens, a few
Not long ago a party of girls o u t man and you filld that some room in sp ector Hennessy says that he ex j So it is but natural that a more or caught at first and then long effort
rowing had their boat upset in a t]* bouse looks like a sporting-goods ,J>eclts
consult with the local state!less ardent angler on finding him- yielding nothing hnore except
Avet
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mountain lake.
All of them except g^ore, and all through dinner
you inspectors and if it is found that a self there should bait up and try feet, fatigue and a grouch to take
how- home with you.
But on a trip to
one could swim.
This girl had an know that your host is thinking of a perpon who offends in a p a r t i c u l a r ] n the meantime,
umbrella with her, raised to ward j camp menu of grouse, trout and ven~i case has a long and bad record, then'ever, a WOrd o f amateur geography. Prairie river there can be no grouch,
generally supposed, and quite That river is its own excuse for beoff the sun s rays when the accident, i SOn.
Finally, atfer all the neees- it is likely to go hard with him in
the
natonal
courts.
It
is
said
that
generally
taught that the “ Father of ing and no one who has seen it
occurred.
binding herself in the sary small-talk, he discovers that
under w a ters’’ rises in Lake Itasca
in could wish
it any better.— Springfield
water some distance from the boat,,you belong to the hunting fraternity. |the cases for Massachusetts
.
site grabbed for the nearest thing in j That settles it.
Big-talk, then, for **16 *aw M’ill probably be all tried in northern Minnesota.
This is only Republican.
reach.
It proved to be her um-lt}1€ res,t 0f the evening, anti nothing the United States district court for approximately true.
It is formed 'byj
*
brella, floating with the handle d o w n ejse
After dinner your host makes1**1,e district of Massachusetts, which a number of small
converging
THE OAKLAND GUN CLUB
In the water.
She threAV both arms you examine his Hvmington, aim it|sits in Bo&tan ex clu sively .— Spring, streams flowing southward from the
field
Republican,
August
15.
frantically around the open umbrella. and
through the shining barrel;
hight of land, as the divide
which
The Oakland Gun club of Rockland
To her surprise, and to that of her jie proudly calis y w r attention
to
lies in Minnesota and divides
the chartered th e, “ Butman” for a trip
comrades,, she did not sink.
The ^
antlers on the wall (though you’ QUINIAU LT SALMON HATCH ERY, arctic watershed from the Mississippi to Ca&tine, as guests of the Cast1is called. One of the larger of these jn,e Gun club, on Labor Day, and as
imprisoned air under the umbrella had seen
before) and tells you!
100 usual came hofue covered with glory
supported her head above the water G:© whole story; awl when it
has! It is possible tliat a new federal streams takes its rise almost
The Oaklands had two
until help arrived.
grown late he urge^ you to stay salmon hatchery w ill be established miles noptli of Lake Itasca, flows in- and CUpS.
The small amount of air contained 0Vernight, apologizing for the bed he on the upper waters of the Quin- i to that lake and out again, there- teams and the Castines one team of
upon becoming the official Mississ;- fiv e guns eachThe club trophy,
in a bicycle tire will keep
006 s offers ycu by saying he wishes it iault river during this year.
head above the water for
hours. were a bed of balsam bought
Not lomr aeo W W Kuraz a sal- ppi- a fai‘r ly E*naJI> brownish tinted. a beautiful gold and silver cup., hung
Even if one is a fair swimmer, the
mon packer, visited the river, lake|river of 110 very ast° unding appear' UP
the Castine club, was shot for
day may come when a knowledge of
i anee.
by all three teams and was won by
and Indian reservation of the same
some of these every-day, life-preserv
From Lake Itasca southward the Oakland team No. 1 with a score o f
MASSACHUSETTS OFFICERS GET- name and was struck by the apparers will prove of the greatest value.
ent decrease in the numbed V
saJ- juvenile Mississippi, the child which 392 broken targets out of a possible
If thrown in the water a long dis-l
TING READY TO ENFORCE
mon running there.
Inasmuch
as if3 father to the man and therefore, 500.
Oakland team No. 2 was sectance from shore, you may be able
! quite logically and undeniably
the Gnd with, a score of 363; while Castthe Indians of the reservation
— v,.
.
. . , .
N
A
TIO
N
A
L
BIRD
LAW
.
to float and swim with such an aid
largely dependent on salmon
for grandfather of waters, is fed by a ine was close behind with 358. Glen
three times as far as you
could
________
their food, and inasmuch also as the number of smaller aad } eBS im? °rt/ Lawrence of the Oaklands was high
without them.
maintenance of the commercial sup-! ant streams.
One ot these which ^
and secured the individual troAt a picnic at an inland lake a
All sportsmen in the state must
ply is important, he wrote to Sena-! hurries in from the ea&* as lf, t0 eS/ *>hy, a* exquisite enp hung up by
small youngster carrying a red toy look out for themselves.
from
this tor Jones to see i f something could cape
..
...
eD(iIeS£ stretch6s of cut- Mr. Starr of the Castine club, his
rubber balloon tumbled
over
the time on.
...... . came
........................
There
to the officej^ +
_______
____ over land and rocks which
were score being 86.
Mr. Lawrence be,
.
.
.
,
.
,
. .
.. , .
, 1not be done by the government toedge of a pier in deep water.
No of the commission on fisheries and.
.
once the prize pine forests cf the longed to the first team, Mr. Louis
, .
, ,
.
..
.
f ward renewing the supply
on« was near ham at the time but game yesterday, for the sake of
_
Senator Jones
at once took
the' state is called th'e Prairie river’ the E- W ardwell was second, on same
they heard his screams and rushed making their acquaintance and openMr. W.
matter up with Dr Hugh M Smith PerScn who named it having a seem- team, with a score of 83.
to. his rescue.
When they reach-, ing up his business. F. W. Hennessy.
ing bent toward paradox. The Prai- t . W hite was high gun on the Oakcommissioner of fisheries, who now
ed him they found him gasping, and the United States district inspector
rie river looks as
though
theye land second team, with 83., and C.
writes to the senator:
crying and struggling on the surface for this district under the national
should
be
fish
in
it
too.
H. Duff was second with 82.
The
“ I beg to advise that the bureau
of the water, but clinging, as sailors migratory bird law.
This district
To reach the Prairie river one sets other shooters of the Oakland club
is desirous o f entering this new
are said to cling t<y straws
and after
w h e o ito d ta d « the
six New B o la n d sta te.,
wh|ch ^
great promise o f « “ » ■ " * “ clook
at 5 were— Dr. W. M. Spear, W alter H.
.
. rising
is u re
drowning ,to his bright rubber ball, and there are 13 districts m the ensing at 8.30
s.3U eats
ears a le
leisurely
break- Spear, Wm. W. Spear, A. C. MciLoon,
large economic results. An investi
There was sufficient air in the ball tire country,
gation conducted by us in
July, fast and spends half an- ^
A - T. Blackington and Roy L KnowlLnspecter
Hennessy
says
that
talizing the iknd lady who is putting ;ton- < jn the last event of the day,
to keep has head above the water,
1914. indicates that a permanent esand his love for 'his toy saved
his visit now is partly educational,
tab li shiment on one of the tributaries up lunch’ waitillg “ “ « “ t f®f
a twenty-third handicap, Mr. O. Tealife. A five cent air balloon fully proposes to visit every one of
of the Upper Quiniault river Avould; companion-de-voyage to hatch Dobbin gu.e of tl^ Castine club won very
inflated will! hold a child and two cf j New England state officials,
! probably yield thirty-five
to fifty , to the clmise and plle in the
handily with 20 birds straight, while
them will support a grown person.
their acquaintance, tell them
million salmon eggs annually,
and accoutrements.
The coach number Mr. Louis E. Wardwell of the local
All of these facts were tested in iris duties, compare the
diff
other probable sites were also found.! h e ^ g called he clambers in, hears, dub was second with 15.
A most
the swimming tank at the Universi-j state law.
Hence be is far
Unfortunately the estimated cost o f
duly clucked to, and W h iz z - enjoyable time was the verdict
of
ty cf Pennsylvania,
and Professor ¡aw and let the public know that he temporary operations this year seems they pass the barrier at a stately all., including the ladies who accomKistler, swimming instructor, proved is on hand to enforce the law for
waJlk.
A fter following “ the’’ road p,anted the shooters on the trip. The
to be prohibited in view
of
the
by Ms experiments that iit is un- the protection of migratory' birds. He increased amounts we are planning for a matter of some Imiles
they Rockland club and guests were most
necessary for one to drown i f lie is a Rhode Island man and has been to spend for salmon culture at es reach a point where it meets “ a’’ hospitably entertained by the Castwill grab some small article
and an inspector i<n that state
under tablished stations.
The last named highway is jn e club, and the friendship between
I will, however, road.
of
an
appearance
to challenge ad- the two clubs is greater than ever,
keep quite calm.
A floating oar is state law.
Hence he is
faimliar
. , reconsider the matter, and i f any
sufficient to save your life if
you; with the general line of the work i
y feasibJe .g found will establish venture and Dobbin is brought arouru The Oakland Gun club hopes to give
un- the Castine Gun club
satisfaction
Place it under your chin and hold it It is a part o f his purpose to visit ^
temporary iield stations
this until Ms prow points down the
known channel.
sometime.— Courier Gazette.
there lightly with two hands, Keep sportsmen’s clubs, fish and Sa“ e seaS0n.” — Washington Letter.
The reason for the road's existence
___________ _ —
, —
the lungs well inflated, and do not! protective associations, and similar
I soon becomes evident.
Quite ap'
organizations and inform them
r.ethresh around widly.
parently it is merely a strip of land
STATE HOUSE CHAT
Good swimmers will often despise garding the scope and operation of
too “ ornery” to support and sub------ ---such emergency life preservers, but the national law.
Part of liis purstance whatsoever, and is therefore
Chief Game Warden Frank
S.
there are time« when they may need; pose, in the early part of his term.,
left no alternative but to bear re- Perkins of Bradley and Chief Wardsome such help instantly.
When
he says, w ill he educational.
It is
semblance to an open highway, en Ray I. Neal of Belfast, who Avere
good swimmer i© attacked
by not ©o much the purpose of the
Scrunch, creak, bang, -bait.
over- stationed last fall as inspectors in
cramps, he is temporarily rendered government to put the screw© on to
board, w a it:— biff, whack, jolt, coat Bangor, say that there are
plenty
i.elpless^ but the cramps do not last the violators of the law for the ©ake
fell out, stop;-—dash, jerk, and then! of partridges, moose and deer in the
long and if some little support is of punishing them as it is to protect
things come to a sudden halt fr o m woods and there are excellent prosHence the first ■effort o f
handy he may float on the surface the birds.
Avhich one ultimately gleans
the pects for a good hunting season. It
the government is to make as sure
until he gets back hi© strength.
is possible that many who
would
j
fact
that
after
failing
to
tug
the
buigas
possible
that
the
public
is
w
ell
A common fallacy that has
been
|gy over a tAvo-foot log., Dobbin
has usually go abroad in the fall will in
exploded, but which many continue informed about the law and w ill not
the
[ placidly seated himself upon
it, stead take a hunting trip to
to believe, is that when rescuing a have the excuse of ignorance Avlien
Maine
woods
this
year.
Opposite
State
House,
Boston,
Mass.
pulled
out
his
watch
and
started
to
in
drowning person it is necessary to the officers put on the screws
Curator Thomas L. James is very
j count 10.
Decidedly there is nothOffers room with hot and
stun tlje unfortunate by giving him earnest.
the| proud of some specimens of Maine
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
I ing to do now but throw up
When the government does come
a knock-out blow to keep him from
and up, which includes free
byj jaspar that ho has just had cut by
i sponge, which both must
do
dragging you down.
N ot one per to the point of prosecutions, there
use of public shower baths.
climbing out.
No mediators being! M. L. Keith, the Auburn
lipidary.
son in a thousand would know just is good reason to believe that the
The
stones
were
found
by
“ Tom ”
handy,
Dobbin’s
ultimatum
is
a
c
c
e
p
t

Nothing
to
Equal
This
in
New
England
where to deliver a blow with t*he fist instances where the state and nationed.
He is unhitched and led past over at Starboard Creek., Machias
There are certain
to knock a drowning person uncon penalties heavy.
Rooms with private baths
the log while two eager fishermen Bay, the only place in the state
for $1.50 per day and up; ,
scious, and not one in ten thousand instances where till state and nation
pull the vehicle over it.
Fortunate- _where such specimens can be found.
suites of two rooms and bath
could strike a blow in the water hard al laws cover the game points, but
for
$4.00
per
day
ard
up.
ly
this
has
to
be
repeated
but threejThey show a wonderful fineness and
enough to make one insensible. You the national law carries much the
A B S O LU T E LY FIREPROOF times before the destination is variety of grain and take such a
could not strike a bloAv while sup heavier penalties. For instance, fori
beautiful polish that make them ex
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
finally reached.
porting your body in water that killing a song bird, our state law
ceedingly handsome.— Kennebec Jour
Send for Booklet
There
can
be
no
question
but
that
has
a
penalty
not
to
exceed
$25,
and
would register more than fifteen or
nal.
the
upper
reaches
of
the
Prairie
STORFP
F.
TIM
U
S
C
fr
.
that does not carry any imprisonment
twenty pounds.

1

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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M A IN E

WOODS,

Where To Go in Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-frfre for automo
biles being a distance o f 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and tbe 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of ny
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
H. P. M cK E N N E Y , P ro p rieto r.

Write foribooklet.

Jackman, Maine

Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you

the

exact

co st

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
rates to all during October and November. 1 will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

G u y C h a d b o u rn e , Prop., B in g h a m , M a in e
s. VI

T h e G a rry P o n d G am ps

YO R K C A M P S ,
R A N G E LE Y, M A IN E

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be fo r sale at the Camps.
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. Write for information to

H E N R Y J. L A N E ,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

AT

OTTER POND CAMPS

John earville’s ©amps

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

a t S p r in g L a k e

GEORGE H. M cK E N N E Y, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.

Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, PIERCE POND CAMPS will be run during hunt
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen ing season by Mrs. C. A. Spalding and daughter.
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
No better place in Maine for Deer, Bear and
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake Birds. Low rates as possible. For particulars
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Address, Mrs. C. A. Spalding,
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Caratunk, Maine
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
I suppose you are looking for some good Deer
JOHN C A R V ILLE , Flagstaff, Me.
and Bear hunting. In 1912 I had 26 hunters at my
camps. Some 50 deer were taken, also bear. In
1913 35 hunters took some 60 deer and bear. The
JIM P O N D G A M P S
bunting grounds are handy to camp and are
pleasant woods to hunt in. The camps are handy
IN DEAD R IV E R REG IO N.
to the railroau station, being only 15 minutes’
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard walk.
R. K. W A LK E R . Prop .
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
Mackamp, Maine

for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

W EST END
HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER,
Portland,

Prop’r.
Maine

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm.
Send for Booklet
W. H. BEAN, Proprietor,
Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Hunting at A1 Wing’s Camps
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport
Will open for hunting Oct. 1. Camp situated
men. All farm, dairy products, pork on north shore of Flagstaff lake. No buckboard
and poultry from our own farm, enabl ing, motor boat to cross lake. Best of DEER and
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, BIRD hunting. Telephone in camp.
Write to A. P. W IN G ’
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Flagstaff. Maine.
American plan. Send for circular.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing regionSpecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
DEAD R IV E R REGION

MAINTENANCE

IS

ESSENTIAL

Large Portion of Money Expended fo r
Improvements Is W asted— Road
Building an Art.

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
Logan W. Page, chief of the office
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
of public roads of the department of
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. agriculture, is bending every energy
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
to impress upon the people of the
country that maintenance and effect
O U A N A N IC B E LODGE.
ive repair are of equal Importance
Grand Lake Stream, W ashington Co.. Me
World wide known for its famous fishing, with the actual improvement of bad
vacation and hunting country.
roads. Investment of money in new
N o rw ay Pines Houi>e and Camps. Pobsis Lake
Most attractive S’tuation in Maine. Good roads does not become real economy
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for until provision is made for keeping
machines. From there one can take steamei to
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to
April 1st.
R A N G E LE Y L A K E S
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARK ER , Bemis. Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Saimaa and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
flatting begins about June l. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES, M AINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
bast trout fisning in Maine.
CHAS. N. H IL L & SON. Managers.
CH A SE POND CAM PS.
Now is the
tuus to plan your 1914 o^tiug
Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woodsr
Cimps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins!
Rales reasonable. Write for booklet,
lilll CHADOIJRNE. Prop..
Bingham, Maine

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
— Beat of hunting— Special rates for
June, September, October and Novem
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,______________
Maine.
R ANGELEY

f AVERN 8 LAKE V IE W HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.

Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. E L L IS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Southern Road W ell Cared For.

those new roads in condition after
they are built.
If a new road is
built and then allowed to fall into dis
repair, much of the original invest
ment is simply wasted.
Quite frequently the office of pub
lic roads, when called upon for assist
ance by the various states, points out
that road building is an art based on a
science, and that trained men and ex
perienced men are necessary to secure
the best results from the expenditure
of road funds.
Statisticians have figured out that
although the average expenditure on
the improvement of roads exceeds $1,000,000 a day, a large portion of it is
wasted because of the failure to build
the right type of road to meet local
requirements or the failure to provide
for the continued maintenance of the
Improvement.

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E,

SEPTEMBER

FIGURES STILL
CONFLICTING

Sept. 21.
W e are having s t o e fine Sept,
weather and the farmers
are busy
T h ere is still some difference
in
digging their potatoes and
getting
numbers in the various tabulations of
their grain.
C. S, Sprague has come out from the official vote for representative to
Round Mountain Cantps where
he the legislature from thd>s district. A
late auuth en tic report from
the
has been working.
secretary
o
f
states
office
in
Augusta
Hugh Sylvester has a pony team.
Blaine S. Viles of Augusta and Mr. gives the following legislative vote,
Briggs
of Winthropv, state
super Phillips district:
R, Brown, D. Thompson P.
intendent of fish hatcheries was in Norcross,
.........
-i n n
A90
A
1120
Olì
179
Phillips,
town Sept. 20 to see about repair
47
45
77
Weldk
ing the hatchery.
36
22
28
Teddy Drake was out from Beaver Avon,
62
63
53
Strong,
Pond a few days recently.
58
14
51
N
ew
Vineyard,
Frank Cox is finishing the house
34
31
47
that Everett Taylor form erly owned Industry,
81 • 55
53
N ew Sharon,
and sold to Sylvester Brothers.
George Day and Percy Day have
412
421
413
recently built a garage for George’s
Senate,
The Legislature will be:
automobile.
Democrats
14;
Mrs. Warren Dyer has gone to Republicans 17„
Democrats
Freeman to carry her sister,
Mrs. House, Republicans 70,
77, Progressives 4; joint ballot, ReIrvin Newell out.
Pro
Mrs. W ill Cox is down river visit pubaicans 87, Democrats 91,
ing her relatives.
H er
daughter, gressives 4.
Francena Norton has been keeping
house for her, but has returned to
W isdom and Politics.
her home at Lexington.
Wisdon doesn’t live with' politics,
Mr. and Mrs.' Stanley Parker have and it’s pretty certain that it will
ccune out from the Jim Pond Camps j never die with it.—Atlanta Constitu
and are going to stay at The Sar tion.
gent a few days and then they will
go to their home at New
Britain,
Conn.
; j
Miss Ruth Hennigar has come out
from Beaver Pond Camps, where she
has been working.
Edytlie Eames has come out fr<im
Big Island, where
she has been
working.
Mrs. George Hennigar is
down
river visiting her mother.
Mrs.
Laura Ricker is keeping house for
her.
.Mrs. Fletcher of North New PcrtSeptember 29, 30 and Oct. 1, 1914
ladn is visiting her stepdaughter,
Mrs. Leslie Caldwell.
$3500 in Purses and Prizes
Best o f Races
Good Music
Excursion over Maine Central and
STRONG
Sandy River Railroads. Special Train
Miss Lulu Phillips began the fall to Lewiston two last days o f the Fair.

75th ANNUAL

and M
rs

Jay, Sept. 19, to Mr. *
Percy Allen, a son.
Kingfield,
Sept. 31, to Mr. ^
Mrs. H. G. Benson, a son.
Kingfield,
Sept. 18, to Mr. aa]
Kingfield,
Sept. 14, to Mr. anj
Mrs. AJlie Witham, a daughter.
Kingfield, Sept. 20, to Mr. ana
Mrs. O. B. Hutchins, a daughter.
Nelw Sharon, Sept. 19„ to Mr.,aim
Mrs. John Harris, a daughter.

DEATHS.

A llen ’s Milils, Sept. 20, Elmer Al
len, aged 27 years.
Lausdale, Penn., Sept.
3, Daniel
W. Hitchcock» a native of Strong
aged 84 years.
Faalmington, Sept. 21, Mrs. Susan
E., widow of Elhridge T. Smith,'aged
77 years, 7 month®, 13 days.
( |
Earlvillte, 111., Sept. 18, 1914, %
Isabella Dennison Phelps,
Phillips, aged 77 years.

formerlyof

!

NOTICE

]

I
SHOW and FAIR 5I I wish to say----to my patrons that I;
have installed one of the most sani-|
refrigerators manufactured byf
Franklin County »tary
Z A. D. Saulsbury o f Brewer. £.
";
AGRICULTURAL
S O C IE T Y
AT FARMINGTON

term of school in the McLeary dis
trict, at South Strong, Monday morn
ing.
Her many friends wish
her
much success in her new work.
Miss Flora Willis of
Somerville,
Mass., was a recent guest o f her
sister, Mrs. Alphonso Goodwin and
L h iily .
Miss Charlotte Burns,
who
is
teaching school at Tuttle
Corner,
Freeman, spent Sunday with
her
parents,, Mr. and
Mrs.
Richard
Burns.
A large crowd from town attended
the fair at Phillips this week.
Clarence Nutting of North Anson
visited his cousin, Harry Johnson, a
1few days the first of the week.
Mrs. Flora Dobson of Oakland has
been in town the past week, visit
ing friends.
Mrs. Elisha Lander is spending a
few days with relatives and friends
in Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Luce,
son
Niel and Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Partridg
attended the fair at Canton Tuesday.
Keeping the Car Looking Well.
The car with its color showing orig
inal purity of tone, unfaded and un
bleached, with no cracks or fissures
extending into its film, with its strip
ing or decorative effects intact and
showing,
as
many surfaces
do,
only a warm, and possibly slight
ly fractured varnish surface will
require, as a rule, merely rubbing
down with water and pulverized
pumice, thorough washing, abrasions
of the surface touched with a bit of
the original body color, and then given
a heavy coat of some reliable body
finishing varnish. Such a treatment
will suffice to carry the car over the
summer in fine condition, and in con
trast to the hit-or-miss practice prev
alent in many parts of the country of
coating the car up with color and put
ting on a couple of coats of varnish
may be considered not only econom
ical but ultimately a real advantage in
several ways.

GEORGE D. C L A R K , Sec.

I
It is endorsed by Professor. Chas.l
■ Wood o f Oror o to be the most sani-;
? tary and practicable refrigerators?
I made.
^ |
I

Knowing all my patrons believe in*
all things pure ard sanitary I cor-J
dially invite the public to the open-f
Sing of this silent salesman refriger-;
ator Saturday, September 26. 14
shall have a full line o f meat and aimf
mto serve you with prices to the be6t;
| o f my ability.
j

t

i

Geo. A.^Bean
I_________ 1_____ I

CLOSING OUT SALE
at M. H. Blaisdell’s, Farmington, Me.
I am closing out my business and am offering my entire
stock o f Dry and Fancy Goods, Shoes and Rubbers, at
very low prices. Just a fe w o fk:the many bargains.
ah prints, per yard,
.04
10 and 12£ ginghams----.07
10 and 12£ outings,
.08
all 50<* dress goods,
.37
aM 15£ dress goods,
.09
$1.00 corseta,
.75
$1.25— $1.50 corsets,
.99
$2.50 corsets,
$1.89
25£ hose, two pair for
.35
15£ hose,
.09
boy’s and g irl’s sweater coats .19

boy’s and g irl’s sweater coats,
75 and $1.00,
.62
ladles’ and men’s sweater
coats $3.00,
$2.39
mackinaw coats $3.50,
$2.49
boy’s and g ir l’s mackinaw
coats,
$1.99
ladle’s house dresses,
.59
lace and hamburgs 10 and 12£,
ladle's auto hoodf*
mackinaw hats,

.05
.29

.39

Shoes regardless o f cost. Many shoes for about half price
Sale commences Saturday, Sept. 26. Continues until the
entire stock is sold. COME E A R L Y .

M. H. BLAISDELL.
FARMINGTON, ME.
Store Open Monday, Wednesday and Saturday Evenings

BIG RESULTS
FROM SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Lookfaround and see if you haven’t some Fire Arn

Greasy Brakes Cured.

Brake slipping during hot weather
is usually due to grease running out
of the differential through the drive
shaft into th* brake bearings. The
instructions are to pack the space
about the drive shaft with heavy
grease. Gasoline squirted around the
bearings will remove the escaped
grease when the wheel is jacked up.
Keep the foot brake so adjusted that
it will not lock the wheels, in order
to preserve tires.
Peace-Loving Country.

That this country is peacefully in
clined is shown by every village in it
wanting a cannon or two for its public
square.— St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Hai
mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things fo r others, and we can do t
same for you.

Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
M A IN E WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

M A IN E

W OO DS,

EAST WILTON.

LARGE GROWER
OF SWEET CORN

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN

E, S E P T E M B E R

24, 1914.

LETTER FROM FAR ¡TWO YOUNG BOYS | PURE BLOOD MAKES
AWAY AUSTRIA
HEALTHY PEOPLE
RECEIVE INJURIES

Aug. 31.
W e who have liowled for months
over the high cost of living
have
neither sound nor language to
ex
press the feelings that welil within Jack Hubei Writes of War and
The Heath Seed Planted Exclusive us now that the food speculators,
Wants to Be a Soldier.
taking advantage of the war, have
ly by Many in New England
forced prices up, up, until we see
them disappearing in the
blue
ether above us.,
And what are we
The following interesting extracts
Anyoai.e interested in raising sweet
to do?
No one wishes to starve! were taken from a letter
received
com should call at the farm of J.
or “ call upon the town."
Perhaps by Mrs. O. H. Hersey from
Jack
Herman Heath, opposite the
oorn
we shall spend less money
upon Hubei, who was a resident of Phil
shop in Farmington and
see
the
foolish and unnecessary
pleasures, lips for a few years and who made
seed corn, which he has
raised.
pleasures that neither rest nor rec many friends in that time:
Every available space in his
barn
reate.
Learn to cook,
no
less
’" I am. here and not a soldier yet,
and carriage 'shed is filled with large
nourishing dishes, but less elaborat but I am just crazy to become one.
full ears which are hung up to dry.
and lese expensive ones.
In fact} Begorry, I want to do my share
Starting six years ago, with the
learn to live a more sane life and| to show the world what and
who
Dennett seed, Mr. Heath, with the
from a terrible eviL,
the evil of Austria is, .but so far haven’t
suo
assistance of Hr. Surface and Prof.
greed and ambition and want
learn ceeded.
There are more than en
Irish of Orono, lias improved
the
lessens that w ill make us better jbxen ough volunteers even at tha Red
seed each year.
and women and better citizens. It Cross and all they say is
‘Later,
The corn ripens very early, which'
may also teach us to rely more upon later, come later, w e may want you
is a great advantage, as it minimi-1
our own resources and depend less later.’
So I said, ‘When do
you
zes the danger o f loss from frosts in
upon other nations for the things we want me, when the war is over?’
the fall.
need, and we can thank God for the I am running around all day.
I
The Heath. Seed is planted exclus
good crop o f 1914.
can’t sleefp nights and if I do, I
ively by some of the largest growers
Rev. Mr. Alvord, who preached at dream nothing but war.
in New England, among them, the
one time in the Universalist church
Th ey have called in all Reservists
Marlboro Stock Farm, at Marlboro,
in Kingfield has through the month; from 21 to 42 (only served soldiers).
Mass.
of August been occupying
Sunday My brother, who is practicing law
Mr. Heath also has a piece
of
afternoons, the pulpit of the Union in a town of about 15,000 writes that
yellow com, containing about
one
church at East W ilton.
Mr. Alvord the loayor there installed a
civil
and a quarter acres, which is
at
is an excellent preacher
and a guard (because most of the police
tracting much attention, on account
most excellent man and tlie services men Iliad gone) to do
service and
of the size o f the ears and
yield
have been greatly enjoyed by all is on service three times a week to
per acre.
those who attended.
A t the closing watch the railroad bridges, etc. H
meeting Sunday, September 30, Mrs. (four hours at a time)..
EAST MADRID
Alvord kindly sang a beautiful) solo
I wish I could be in Ph ilips talk
I
could
which was ¡much appreciated
by ing with Mr. Hersey.
the audience.
W e believe
Mr. give hdm some good tips about the
Sept. 21.
Alvord is at present pastor of the whys and fors of this war. To write
Emery Bubier is »topping at S. j Universalist church in Dover.
it would fill a book.
L. Mecham’s for a few days.
W e do not wish to criticise nor
Lots of the factories have
sUi/ut
Messrs. Conie ¡Masterman and Ar! find fault, but w e can’t help wish down, others are working one-half
thur Heyward
visited
friends in ing that notice of more of the affairs time, only iron works^ etc., are full
Madrid Saturday and Sunday.
! held for the benefit of the church blast.
Mrs. George Barnjum returned Fri I and the Sunshine ^Society might be
The government has sent lots of
day frofcn, St. Johns, N. B.,
where i given out from the pulpit, so that men that lost their job out in the
»lie has been visiting relatives.
! we outsiders, who do attend church country to bring in the fruit and
Albert Coftren was in this place might know of them before they about 25,00# are digging here at the
recently.
are passed.
Sometimes we might Danube.
I guess they make some
Mrs. W. F. Sweetser and Master be able to help just a little if we regulation of the river bed..
The
Don, and Miss Jennie Wheeler visit only knew.
government also ordered banks
t
ed relatives and friends In Kingfield
give manufacturers money so they
recently.
can work and enlarge the stock, etc.
Getting It Spread W rong.
You see everything is going in the
“ I have read every book on agricul best manner and we are just as hope
M atrim onial.
ture that I can find,” said the amateur
A wealthy young California woman farmer, “ and still I don’t manage to ful that Austria will receive its place
«ays: “ The man I would marry doesn’t get crops.” “ There’s the trouble,” re on the sun which it ought to have."
live.” This shouldn’t mean, however,
plied Farmer Corntossel. “ You’re put
th at she will wed what is known in
ting all the cultivation on yourself
the vocabulary of the street as a dead
instead of on the land.”
NORTH PHILIPS

A Big Line of

School

Supplies

Everything the girl or boy needs from Kindergar
ten to High School.

A complete supply of the

best school tools^with which to do neat, accur
ate work.

Pencils
Blotters
Mucilage
Pens, Inks,
Scratch Pads

Erasers
Crayons
Compasses
Note Books
Book Covers

Big W riting Tablets for 5c.
Large Composition Books with Substantial
Covers, 5c.
Hardwood, Brasslined Rulers, 5c.
School Companions, School Bags and School
Straps, 10c. and up.

p p r o f C>C

rK l d LL ¡5
The

n LD CORNERr
U drug sto r l
Store

Open Sundays from Eleven until One.

H ood’s Sarsaparilla surely and e f
fectively removes scrofula, boils and
other blood diseases because it drives
Teachers None the Worse for Walk out o f the blood all the humors that
cause these diseases. They cannot be
successfully treated in any other way.
Bible Study Organized
External applications fo r their re
moval have prove»- almost useless,
because they cannot drive out the
|impurities that are in the blood.
(Special Correspondence.)
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
Strong, Sept. 22.— Twenty persons1rich blood, perfects the digestion, and
m et Tuesday evening of last Week ! builds up the whole system. The skin
to form a Bible Study Class with! becomes smooth, clean and healthy.
Miss Della Butler, who was instru This great blood remedy has stood the
mental in forming the class.
The test o f forty years. Insist on having
H ood’s, fo r nothing else acts like it.
fortieth Psalm was the lesson of the
There is no real substitute. Get it
evening which was very helpful. A today. Sold by all druggists.
definite course of study was mapped
out for the future, the meetings to
Holfcaan Daggett has charge of the
be held each Tuesday evening with
pictures
each week during the
ab
Miss Butler.
Everyone is cordially
sence of Chester Leighton to U. of
invitedThose present were, Mrs.
Henry Mitchell, Mrs. May
Lewis, M.
Herbert Bradford was in
town
Mrs. Leslie Vining, Mrs. Roy Lewis,
Sunday, the guest of his brother, W,
Mrs. Herbert Cook, Mrs. Fred LeA. Bradford.
bree, Mrs. Walker, Mrs. W alter DurMiss Nellie Wither ell,
who is
rell, Misses Della Butler,,
Hattie
working for Mrs. ElLie Dinglsy of
Smith, Mina Durreli, Iva Whiting,
West Farmington, spent Sunday in
Grace Spencer, Vinnie, Francis and
town with relatives and friends. She
Althea Lawton,
Hortense Smith,
returned Monday morning.
Mrs. Clara Butler, Belmont
Hatch,
Mrs. Frakn Gilman and daughter,
and Ernest Chandler.
Madeline of Livermore Fails
are
What came near being a very seri
visiting relatives in town.
ous accident occurred last
Friday
Frank Simpson and Mike Manson,
morning, when Maurice, younger son
who are working at New Vineyard,
cf Mr. and Mrs. Dan Leighton was
were callers in town Saturday night.
run into by an automobile owned by
7Vj„,vi n
| Albert Starbird, son Harold
and
David Gray.
Mr. Gray was teach- ,
.
r
daughters Gladys and
Marion of
1
,
a‘ p / T ? I S o l « W e guest, of 0. V. Starbird
near the store of McLeary ft Leigh- ^
f
SltlldaT.
ton.
Maurice left the store on his
, ,T
'
... ,
,
,,
. . . „ „
,
”
I Mr. and Mrs. George Nuide, who
bicycle and started for home.
He
.
,
. .
.
.. ,
„
..
.
...
.
, A , , are returned missionaries from Madsaw the automobile coming and tried ,
l8land> Africa,
are
vtoWng
to keep out of its way by keeping to
friends in town.
his right, but found it impossible so
Irvin, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
went to the other side of the street
William Goldsmith liad a narrow es
and was immediately struck by the
cape from injury last Sunday after
car.
He was hit with such force it
noon.
He was riding on a load of
rendered him unconscious,. He was
com which was being hauled
for
taken by automobile to Dr.
B ell’s
Mr. Goldsmith into the sihop yard,
office where Drs. Bell* and Trefetlien!
i The little fellow fell from the load
of Wilton made an examination. It
and fell under the wheels, but for
was found he had received a bllfow
tunately the horse was stopped be
on the back of his head near the
fore the wheels run over him. He
base of his brain.
His right hip
was, however, badly bruised
and
was badly cut and his right wrist
shaken up.
He was taken to Dr.
was badly cut and his rgiht /wrist
Bell’s office where lie was made com
sprained, beside many other slight
fortable .
He has nearly recoverer bruises and sprains.
It is con
|td now, but doesn’t care to repeat
sidered by those who witnessed the
the adventure..
accident,, a miracle that lie was not
Miss Effie Sipencer, who lias spent
instantly killed.
His bicycle
was
■a two weeks’ vacation with
Mrs.
completely demolished.
Later
in
I Henry Ramsdell. lias returned to P.
the day he was taken to his home,,
,, ,
,
,
where he is as comfortable as could,
_,
___
__T^,
The
relatives
and
friends of John
Sept. 21.
be expected.
He lias a host of
Thompson of Quick River,
Mass.,
Miss Helen Palmer, teacher of the friends wluo hope for his
speedy
formerly of this town, were saddened
Blethen school, spent Saturday and and complete recovery.
but not surprised to
learn of his
Sunday with friends in RangeJey.
Mrs. Clara Butler of New
Port
death.
Mr. Thctupson was a broth
W. W. Huntington, who has been land was a recent guest of
her
er of Charles F. Thompson
and
working in Nefw Hampshire for the daughter., Mrs. Della Butler.
Miss Mirinda Thompson,
both of
sumlmer, returned home last Satur
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird, son
this town.
His
remains
were
day.
Raymond and Mrs. Ellen Kilkenny
for
Miss Bell Bean lias been a guest spent a few days in Portland last brought here Tuesday night
burial.
of her nephew and wife, Mr. and week.
They made the trip in their
Mrs. Gladys Porter
and
little
Mrs. Percy Voter.
Cole automobile, by way of Poland
daughter
Vivian,
of
Farmington
Fails
Mina. C. W. Harnden and
little Springs, where they spent
several
is visiting her sister Mrs. Dan Leighson and Mrs. Gary Nickerson wer hours.
,
ton for a few weeks.
guests last Saturday of Mr.
an
Mrs.Charles F. Chandler of Phillips; Mrs Warren T . Hlinds and
son
Mrs. A. L. Huntington in Madrid.
visited her son Harry Chandler and Rola.ud from P;hmi^s were callers in
Miss Bertha Moody is working fo w ife several days recently.
j town Sunday
Mrs. T. R. W ing for a few weeks.
Rev. Weston P. Holm,an preached
Mr_ and 'M rs_ Mark ciafflin, son
Mr. arfe Mrs. E. R.
Lander of an able sermon at the
Methodist and dautgbter of W aterviiae
were
Montrose, S. D., are
returning to church last Sunday morning.
His guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. V- StarPhillips, where they intend to make theme was “ The Unshaken Pillars.”
bird the first cf the week.
it. their permanent home.
During the
service eight
persons
Roger Nye of WaterviHe
spent
C. W. Harnden has had the mis were baptised.
Sunday with Henry Mitchell
and
fortune to lose a member of sheep
The Boy Scouts are meeting
in family.
this fall by bears.
their room at the parsonage every
Miss Freda Mitchell, who is teach
Friday night, and are having some ing in Wilton spent Sunday with her
very interesting meetings.
There .parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mit
Historic Russian Town.
are
15
who
are
members.
chell.
Koshroma, where the first czar ol
Mrs. George Richardson, who has
Principal Vincent Pottle, assistant,.
Russia was crowned, is a pretty town
of 45,000 inhabitants.
It is also been visiting her sister^, Mrs. Fred Miss Clarice Flint and
grafinjmar
known for its beautiful monastery of Daggett and Mrs. Charles Pease, re school teacher, Miss Ella Fullerton,
Brunswick walked to Farmington Friday night
Ipatiev, founded in 1330, but the town turned to her home in
itself is much older. It was in this Sunday.
after school.
A fter they
arrived
old monastery that Mikhael Feodorosociable,
Rev. W, P. Holman went to Dix- they attended a Normal
vitch Romanov, who later became
their
field on business the first of
the feeling none the worse for
czar, was hidden when pursued by the
walk.
They returned Sunday
on
Poles. He was founder of the dynasty week.
Miss Cora WortMey, who has been the train.
of the Romanovs and the ancestor of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dingley of
the present czar. Before him the visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
house of Rurik had ruled over Russia James W orthley the past few weeks, West Farmington were in town re 
for seven centuries.
returned to her home in Greenfield, cently and called on friends.
Mrs. Lizzie W aite of
Portland
N. H., Monday moaning.
Dr. Richard H. Stubbs of Augusta arrived in town Monday night and is
Can You Keep a Secret?
the visitin°- Mr. and Mrs. Meuzor W ill
“ Can you keep a secret?” is a very was a recent visitor in town,
P.
H. and other relatives and friends.
common question, usually put by a guest of liis mother,, Mrs.
'Mrs. Ellen Kilkenny,
who
has
person who doesn’t want to. Now Stubbs and other relatives.
spent the past few weeks with her
you will reflect that a man going about
daughter, Mrs. C. V. Starbird
has
his own business with several other
people’s secrets in his brain pockets
returned home.
The Renewal a Strain.
is pretty certain to pull one of them
Fred W ill and family, who
have
Vacation is over. Again the school bell rings at
out inadvertently. For, of course, oth morning
this
and at noon, again with tens of thous spent the summer here return
er people’s secrets are of no great im ands the hardest kind of work has bepun. the re week to their home in
Brunswick.
of which is a mental and physical strain to
portance.
So when the question newal
all except the most rugged. The little girl that a Their In,any friends regret their de
comes, “ Can you keep a secret?” the fe w days ago had roses in her cheeks, and the parture.
Mr. W
has rented his
little boy whose lips were so red you would have
answer should be: “No! Can you?”
insisted that they had been “ kissed by straw house to Mr. and Mrs. George Ninde
berries,” have already lost something of the ap
pearance of health. Now is a time when many who will move her parents, Mr. and
children should be given a tonic, which may avert
Readily Found.
much serious trouble, and we know of no other so Mrs. T. J. Pennell of Freeman here
The man who really is looking for highly to be recommended as Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and care for them during the wint
trouble never requires the services of which strengthens the nerves, perfects digestion
*
and assimilation, and aids mental development by er.
an optician.— Topeka Capital.
building up the whole system.
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75th Annual Show and Fair
of

TORY HILL, PHILLIPS

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

24,

Franklin County

A RECORD
is kept of every lens and mounting
which I prescribe, thereby enabling me
to furnish exact duplicates without
delay.

Sept. 21.
t Mrts, Wna. Moores visited her son
Carrol Dill, son of Mr. and Mrs. made by Charles W. Norton of Far Aklen Moores in Madrid the last of
Agricultural Society
Miss the week; her granddaughter, Miss
Registered Optometrist
Charles E. Dill is attending Phillips mington to the following:
Ethel Wright, Farmington, Brewster; Inza Moores accompanied her.
High school.
N
E
W
SH ARO N ,
MAINE.
Farmington,
Mlisis Jennie Jones of Portland has George McL. Presson,
W ill Hood, Fred
Smith,
Bert
For this event the S A N D Y R IVER & R A N G 
Averild, Whitney., W ill Peary, T. H. Toizer E L E Y L A K E S R A ILR O A D in addition to reg
been the guest of her cousin, Miss Haines Bros.; Mrs. A. P.
Wilton, Lester player-piano; A. B. and W ill Gates each gave a day’s ular trains will run special trains as follows:
Irene Fuller for a few days.
leave Phillips 7.30 A . M. Sept. 29th, 30 and Oct. 1.
“
Kingfield 7.00 A. M. Sept. 29, 30 and Oct. 1.
Miss Julia Ellis of W eld was the Dolbier, Farmington, Haines Bros.; work on the fair grounds last week.
"
Phillips 12 01 P. M. Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
week end guest of her sister, Mrs II. E. Briggs, North Jay, Foster; Ned
For the past week or ten days, A.
Rangeley 6.00 A.M. Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
Bigelow 6.00 A. M. Sept. 30.
Sylvester,, Eustis, Lester.
There D. Graffam, road commissioner of the
W esley Keinpton.
Returning, leave Farmington for Strong. Phil
Mr’ town, has had a crew o f men work ips and Kingiield at 6.00 P. M. each day of the
Mrs. Chandler Ross and Miss Irene is always something doing in
Fair and for Rangeley and Bigelow Oct. 1.
of Gardner, Mass., arrived in town Norton’s business.
ing on the steep pitch, so called on
Tickets on sale at the following rater o f fare
Mrs. B. M. Hardy of
Farmington, Tory Hill, blasting the ledge, widen for the round trip, Monday, September 28 to Oct.
Saturday night and is visifciing
.her
1 inclusive, good for return Oct. 6.
Phillips, Maine.
brother and family, Mr. and Mrs who was operated on at Dr. C. W. ing the road and levelin g it some
Rangeley. Dead River ard Bigelow, $1.50: Redington
and
Carrabasset,
$1
25;
Madrid.
Reeds.
Bell’s hospital in Strong for a tumor what, making a great
W alter Hodges.
improvement Sanders and Kingfield. $1.00; Phillips and Salem
Monuments, Headstones^
Miss Ellen Hewey is im Rangeley ous trouble is making a satisfactory for which the peoipio are very glad 75c; Strong 6Cc. So. Strong 35c and Maplewood
30c.
Tablets,
Mantle Shelves,
recovery.
a guest of Mrs. George Oakes.
F. N. B E A L, General Manager
and grateful to him and the town;
Hon. F . E . Timberfljake came from also to F. H. Tozier, who had
Mr. and Mrs. Galie Severy
and
the
and
ballot at the article put in the warrant last March
Master Kenneth of East Dixfield has Portland to cast his
Cem
etery
Work
o f all Kinds
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .
been recently guests in the family state election.
to raise $300 for that purpose. W e
of Mr. and Mrs. W esley Kemp ton.
Messrs. Harry M. Pierce and E. also note they have cut the bushes
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Jones of P Davis of King & Bartlett cafcne for some distance beside the road,
A t a Probpte Court held at Farmington, in and
Portland, who has been visiting her to Farmington to vote, Mr. Pierce which improves the looks as well as for the County o f Franklin, on the third Tuesday
of September, in the year of our Lord one thou
P H IL L IP S ,
ME.
mother, Mrs. Mary Bangs returned returning to camp again, but
Mr. convenience and hope they w ill con sand nine hundred and fourteen.
to their home Wednesday and was Davis w ill remain in Farmington for tinue cutting them all the way, as The following mattershaving been presented for
A
ll
orders
by
mail
or
in
person
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
accompanied by her sister and hus the winter.
promptly attended to.
they need to be very badly. It w ill hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all persons in
band, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cole.
Messrs. L. M. and Frank Newman also save a good deal o f hard work terested,
by causing a copy of this order to be
Floyd Holt of Dixfield has recently of W eld attended cattle show Tues and hard traveling next winter and published three weeks successively in the Maine
H arry F. Beedy
Maud E. B«
Beedy
Woods,
a
newspaper
published at Phillips, in said
traded his Reo car for a new
Ford day and visited their sister,
Mrs. time and money as well.
H A R R Y F. BEEDY & CO.,
County, that they maj appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Farmington, on the third Tues
touring car with Pettingill of
the Eva Tootbaker.
F
ir
e
Insasance
A
gen
cy,
D. W . Toothaker and w ife visited day o f October A. D. 1914, at ten o’clock in the
Agency for;
Rumford garage.
In company with
forenoon, and be heard thereon i f they see cause.
The Aetna o f H artford,
Mrs. U. S. Jacobs has been con at W . E. Gates’ one day last week.
The Home,
Bezar
D.
Harvey,
late
of
Strong;
final
account
Ward Kinnear he attended the fair fined to her home by illness.
H er
The Niagara.
o f administration presented by Philip D. Stubbs,
at Sherbrooke, Quebec.
N ew York U n derw riter’s Agency
executor.
little son was also ill last week.
of New York.
Mrs. Addie Frost of Lisbon Falls
Ruel E. Paine.late o f Coplin Plantation; first
Office at Residence.
MAD 1.1
Hartley Kenniston o f Syracuse, N.
account of administration presented by Charles
M A IN ST..
P H IL L IP S , ME.
took advantage of the excursion last
A. Wilbur administrator.
Y., passed Sunday, a week, with his
Saturday and visited her sister, Mrs.
Bezar B. Harvey, late o f Strong; petition for
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ken
Sept. 22.
assessment o f collateral inheritance tax, present
Rand Harden, and niece, Mrs. E. B.
ed by Philip D. Stubbs, executor.
niston,
C. E. Crossman returned holme Philip H. Stubbs, late of Strong; petition for
W horff over Sunday.
|from his annual vacation trip Sept. distribution presented by Philip D. Stubbs, exec
Chester
Fuller
of
Boston
joined
utor.
Fred Mottraan of the Maine Woods
13.
He was an 18 different towns,
Levi Cushman. late of Eustis; petition for al I’
Headquarters fo r every
office was in Auburn on a business his w ife in Phillips last week' for a
Last Sunday in three counties; \caltled and visited lowance, presented by Lena Cushman, widow.
trip Saturday.
His w ife accompan two weeks’ vacation.
Ruel
E.
Paine,
late
o
f
Coplin
Plantation;
peti
thing
in the hardware line.
in company with Mr, and Mrs. S. G. in 48 different homes and his team tion for distribution, piesented by Charles A.
ied him, and on Sunday they were
Wilbur,
administrator,
made
261
miles.
Haley they were at the latter’s camp
Lumbermen’s Supplies,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. Herman
Lillian V’ . Brooks, late of Kingfield. deceased;
A Sabbath school picnic was held
|at Sandy River.
first and final account of administration present
Heath in Farmington.
Blacksmiths’ Supplies,
ed by Orrin L. Brooks, administrator.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman T y ler will in Hamden's grove Saturday noon.
Mrs. A lice
Bates has returned
Doors,
Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
J- H. THOMPSON, Judge o f Said Court.
W ilbur Ellsworth is suffering from|
the
heme from Haines Landing, where hold a wedding reception at
Attest: Sumner P. Mills. Register.
Plumbing
Goods,
Sporting Goods,
A
true
copy.
home of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. a sore on his thumb.
she has cooked at the MooselookmePaints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
Melissa Morrell took a
vacation
Edwin Tyler Saturday evening, Sep
guntic House the past summer,
as
Now is the time to do spring Painting*
tember 26.
Their friends are in trip to Rangeley Monday.
well as last year.
NOTICE.
Repairing, etc.
David Bursiel has recently been
vited to attend.
Mrs. N. E. Ross, who has
been
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
his beer,
We buy fo r the lowest
Mrs. F. N. Beal was the guest cf reshingling the front roof of
duly appointed Administrator of the estate
cooking at the Elmwcod for several
of
i
her uncle, Mr. S. T. Wellman at Ran- house.
Spot
Cash prices, and give
weeks has finished work there.
J. Dexter Huntoon, late o f Rangeley,
Several of those
employed
at
geley last Friday and Saturday* tak
in the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. TWomhly of
ing trips around the Lake.
Mr. Vose's camps have been ill.
bonds as the law directs. A ll persons having de our customers the benefit of
Boston were guests of has uncle, S.
against the estate of said deceased are de
W ork on the state read is expected mands
Weiflman is in Phillips this week.
sired to present the same for settlement, and all same.
L. Twcm bly and wife. Mr. and Mrs.
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
Miss Emma Davenport
returned to finish this week.
immediately.
Twomibly have been on a wedding
from Rangeley last week, where she
Orin R. Rowe.
trip to Canada and also took a trip
September 15. 1914.
has been eimployed the past summer
WEST FARMINGTON
through the Range leys, stopping at
Also N ellie Fairbanks,
who
ha
the Mountain View, and coming to
NOTICE
been at Mountain View the past sea
Phillips on the Sunday train.
Sept. 21.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
son.
Beautiful weather for the season. been duly appointed Administrator with the will
The marriage of Miss Hazel How
Mrs. L. P. Barney of Greenville ar Corn is ripening fast and farmers annexed o f the estate of
ard of Lewiston to Dayton G. Vogt
David B. Abbott, late of Rangeley.
rived in town Tuesday neon fer a are busy hauling corn and apples to
of Buffalo, N. Ya, w ill take place, on
in the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs the factory.
bonds
as
the ¡aw direct«. All ]>ersons having de
the morning of October 5, at the
mands against the estate of said deceased are de
S. Warren Bates.
Mrs.
S.
R.
Norton
and
Mrs.
Charles
sired to present the Bair.e for settlement, and all
home of Miss Howard's mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. iF. A. Lawton
wild
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
Norton went to Temple Saturday and immediately.
Cora Howard, Walnut street.
Only
leave town this week and will locate
remained over Sunday and went to
Elmer E. Richards.
the immediate fatmilies will be pres
in Gardiner for the present.
Their church at the Free Baptist and list September IF, 1914.
ent and the bride w ill be unattend
departure is much regretted by many ened to a very interesting sermon
ed.
A fter a short wedding journey
, friends in town.
Mrs. Lawton w ill
ALSO
by Rev. Mr. Hetherington.
NOTICE
they will make their 'home in Buffa
also be much missed from the list of
Furniture o f A ll Kinds
J. J. Hart was in town last week. , The subscriber heieby gives notice that he
lo, N- Y.
Miss Howard who
was
members in the Social Union as she
been duly appointed Administrator o f the
Mr. Petersen was in Teymple last ' has
graduated from Lewiston high school
last
will
and
testament
of
has been most active in the society. week.
in 1908 and Bates college, 1912,. has
Amos F. Breed, late o f Lynn, Massachusetts,
Mrs. B. c. J. Eastman of
Mingo
successfully completed two years as
Dr, Mary Uushman attended
the ! in the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given
Springs was in town last Friday for
bondthe law directs. A ll persons having deSunday School Convention at Phil Smandsas
an instructor in the Dover, N. H.,
against the estate of said deceased are dea short time, coming by auto,
and lips.
; sired to present the same for settlement, and all
high school.
She is a ¡member of
Phillips,
Maine
1indebted thereto are requested to make payment
also making a trip to Farmington.
Franky Locke is confined to his Immediately.
the Kecwayden club and prominent
and
Mrs. Isabella Dennison,
whose bed.
Eugene Mather of Poston, M ss
in social circles,
S TR O N G - M A IN E .
or to N. P. Noble, Phillips, Maine,
death is noted in another
column
Orie
C.
Dudley
went
to
Orono
last
his agent or attorney in this State,
George Stow ell of Dixfield had the
February 17. 1914.
was a sister of Mr. Daniel Dennison week, where he w ill take an agricul
misfortune to injure his hand the
of Phillips.
She moved away when tural course at the University
of
past week by falling from a staging
only about 15 years of age, but will Main«.
N O T IC E
onto a saw, while working at No. 6.
«
— —
_
be remembered by many of
the
Fred
Hitchcock
is
having
his
Wholesale and Retail
Mrs. E. B. W horff visited her aunt,
older residents of the town.
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice that she has
Leave your orders early for next
house newly painted cn W ater street.
Mrs. Addie Frost in Lisbon recently.
been duly appointed executrix o f the last will and
Mrs. F. G. Mackenzie was in Ran
For prices apply to
testament o f Joseph N. Parker, late of Kingfield. 1winter’s supply.
Her son Carl W horff has been visit
in the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given
geley a few days with her husband
B E A L & M cL E A R Y ,
ing in various places, among them
bonds
as
the
law
directs.
All
persons
having
de
D iz z y ? B ilio u s ? C o n stip a ted ?
last week.
Office at Phillips Station.
mands against the estate of said deceased are de
Norway Lake.
T>r. K i n g ’s N e w L ife P ills w i l l cu re sired to present the same for settlement, and all
you,
cause a h e a lth fu l flow o f B ile and indebted thereto are requested bo make payment
H. H. Berry of Yarmouth was in
Miss Lillian Tootbaker has entered
rid s y o u r S tom a ch and B o w e ls o f w a s te immediately,
Augusta G. Parker.
5000 Cords
Phillips Hast week on a
business and fe r m e n tin g b od y poisons.
They
August 18. 1914.
the Farmington Normal school.
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar P
a r e a T o n ic to y o u r Stom ach and L i v e r
trip.
and to n e th e g e n e ra l system .
F ir s t
wood wanted, delivered at any sta
Miss Zera Batohelder, who
has
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson C. Whitney of dose w ill cure y o u o f th a t dep ressed ,
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes E
passed the summer at Ogunquit, act Dorchester* Mass., are In town for a d izzy , b iliou s and con stip ated c o n d itio n
between Farmington and Rangeley
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
ing as waitress, has returned to her time, stopping with his father, G. S. 25c. a ll D ru g g is ts .
between Strong and Salem.
home in Phillips to attend school.
Whitney and sisters, Mrs. Georgia
THE PHILLIPS NATIONAL BANK A . W. M c L e a r y , Phillips, I
Mr,, and Mrs. Lee J. Ross have Mdsterman and Miss Celia W ’ itney ❖
J.
t Phillips, in the State of Maine, at the close
recently returned from a visit with We understand that Mr.
S. Croswell,
$ |I ofAbusiness.
W hitney’s $ Dr. Mary
Sept mb r 12. 1914.
relatives in Portland.
health is very poor and he is hop
FARMINGTCN,', MAIRE.
X
RESOURCES.
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field, Master ing to be benefited by the change Y
Y Loans and Diaoounta.
$284.068 29
Office over National Bank.
] Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
Richard FieiJd, Mrs. Julia
Hinkleyt. of climate.
49 90
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
50.000
50.000 00
00
son Harry of Brooklyn, N. Y., and
F. A. Lawton made a business trip
j Bonds, securities, etc., (other than stocks) 10.266 90 Phillips,
Maine
Banking Hoiyje, Furniture and F ix
Miss Elzie Oldham of
Farmington, to Gardiner last week.
tures.
Both
’Phones
2.000 00
I Due from approved reserve agents,
returned Tesday from, a few days at
Mrs. F. C. Phillips, who has been
34.029 58
SPECIALIST
; Checks and other cash items,
928 96
Kennebago.
(with her daughter, Mrs. f . a . Lahvi Fractional Paper Currency, Nickels,
and Cents,
Surgery and Treatment ol Ear, |
Miss Mabel Sta-rbird, who
has ton for several weeks, returned to
! L a w f u l M oney R eserve in B a n k . V iz ., 2 57
passed the summer in Farmington Auburn Wednesday,, where she win X B i t > ^Nose and Throat
Specie,
6.762 10
Legal tender notes,
5,800 00
Attorney and Counsellor at Lai
and vicinity, has returned to Boston be with her daughter, Mrss. O. c.
X Office hours*, 9-12.30;
1.30-4.30 * Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer, 12,562 10
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
jwbere she will resume her work as Wilson.
(5 per cent o f circulation)
2,600 00
teacher of music in t’ e Perkins In
William Fraser has returned
to
P
H
IL
L IP S , - - - - M A IN !
Total,
stitute at Watertown, Mass.
$396.408 30
his work on the Sandy River & Ran
L IA B IL IT IE S .
Mrs. Ralph Sawyer
and
little geley Lakes railroad as bagage mas
Capital stock paid in,
$50,000 f 0
Surplus fund,
50,000CO
J. B L A IN E M ORRISON
daughter of Wiltcn were the week ter, after a visit to has home
in
Undivided Prrfits, less Expenses and
end guests of her sister, Mrs. H. H.! Newcastle, N. B.
taxes paid.
14,05765
PEELED SPRUCE A N D F IR
National Bank Notes outstanding.
50,00000
Field, and also visited Mrs. George J Amos Salisbury 0f Brewer
has
Individual deposits subject to check.
231.169 78
checks.
188
Porter in Strong, for a few days. Mr. |been in town this week installing a
Pulpwood delivered
at Certified
Total.
$896.40830
and Mrs. Sawyer have been residing refrigerator in the store of George
Beal Block. P h illip « F ire and L ife InHnra.net
State of Maine. County of Franklin, ss;
in Houlton for some tijme,
where
I. H. H. Fiekl. cashier o f the above named bank,
ean.
Mr. Bean w ill soon put in any point on line o f Sandy
solemnly swear that the above statement is
Mr. Sawyer was employed by Swift a fine line of meats and fish, These River and Rangeley Lakes do
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
& Company, but he has severed his refrigerators a re made by Mr. SaufeH. H. F ie l d , cashier,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th
connection with that company and otiry.
day of September. 1914.
it has a glass front so that Railroad.
Cony M. Hoyt, Justice o f the Peace.
has moved his family to Wilton, his everything in the refrigerator
is
C o r r e c t —A ttest:
H A L E Y & FIELD
DENTIST
former home.
G. H. Hamlin, )
displayed to the view of the custo
C. E. Parker, > Directors
Piano sales have recently
been mer, and is sanitary in every way.
Hours
8
to
12; 1 to 5.
Evenings
D. F. Field.
)
Phillips,
Maine
appointment.

FRANK F. GRAVES,

At Farmington

No. Franklin

Marble Works

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
-J
Mattresses,
Pillows.
C. F. Chandler & Son,

COAL

'

E. C. Higgins, M. D.

i General Practice
I

|

of Osteopathy

I

D. R. R O S S

Wanted

Attorney - a t - Law

Dr. W . J. C arter

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

SEPTEMBER

24, 1914.

MODERN DETECTIVE AT WORK
L ittle Show for Wrongdoer W hen the
Up-to-Date Sleuth Really Gets
on His T rail.

ormi

wn PAYMENT IN ATWANfF

has been the policy of this institution for thirt y
11 U I f t 1
1 111 n i l t n l l v L
years. We recognize the purchaser’s rights to a
lamination of the goods, and a test o f th tir quality before payment is lequired. N o othe
school in New England has faith enough in you or itself to allow this.
Our Guarantee— Full Satisfaction or N o Payment.
PORTLAK D . B A N G O R . A U G U S T A .__________ SUM M ER SC H O O L A T S O U T H C A S f p

EAST WELD
Sept. 21.
Miss Deborah Waramow of Somer
ville, Mass., who has been visiting
friends in W eld and Phillips return
ed to her home Monday, the 14th.
Miss Janice W ilkins is
stoppling
with the Misaes Sambonn fo r a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin of
East Madrid visited art I. H. Buker’ s
th« first of last week on their way
to Romford.
They also took dinner
with Mr. amd Mrs. Buker Sunday on
their return home.
Mies W illa Swett of Rumfordi, who
has been visiting friends
in ' this
vicinity returned home Tuesday of
last week.
Mrs. Cola Conant is visiting
her
sister, Mrs. Lawrence
Sanborn ini
Rumford this week.
Dr. A. T. W ing went to Portland
Monday, the 14th.
Lewis W ing and Earle Harnden of
West Phillips were in town one day
last week.
Delbert Buker and Daniel Clark
son have taken a job of sawing wood
cf Lawrence and McLaughlin.

OPERATION OF ROAD GRADER
H arro w and Packer Can Be Used to
Advantage at Finish to Properly
Compact the Soil.

"Sir,” said the great detective, "you
may as well confess. I always find
out everything I go after— if deduction
won’t work, I use force.”
"But confound it, I tell you,” splut
tered the banker, mopping his perspir
ing brow, “ I say I have nothing to
confess!
I have been at my desk
every afternoon for the past three
months, and I can prove it.”
"W ell, why don’t you prove it?” de
manded the great detective.
"Because, no matter how hard the
wind blows, she is still his mother,”
retorted the banker sarcastically.
"Is that a species of the capricornus
hunkydory on your wrist?” cried the
great detective suddenly.
"W here?” said the banker, and flung
up his wrist. Quick as a flash of but
tered lightning the great detective
seized it, stabbed it sharply with a
small stiletto which he had concealed
in his hand, and as quickly whipped
off his hat to catch the resultant six
drops of blood.
In the silence of his laboratory that
night he examined them.
“Tannic acid! Just full of it,” he
exulted. "He could never get himself
in that condition without attending
tango teas every afternoon for months!
Now to identify the brand of tea by
the acid, thus locate the hotel that
uses it, and in that way discover the
woman— and presto, his w ife gets her
j divorce and I get a $10,000 fee—hee
hee! ”— Exchange.

When the time comes to grade the
road, put a plow team at work the
day before, and go down as deep as
you can, turning over the breaking of
the previous year. Some folks think
that the grader was made to plow
with, but I never could figure It that
way, writes S. R. Crawley in Farm
Stock and Farm. Then start moving 1
"Language” Hath Charms.
the earth over the center’ of the grade.
Few people enjoy a joke more heart
Set the grader blade at a reasonably ily than Sir Oliver Ledger, the prin
sharp slant, and begin on the inside cipal of Birmingham university and
of the plowing. Carry your first load a foremost authority cn many things
Proper Foot Coverings.
The medical man presents the moc- j well up the center of the new grade I in this world and some few in the
casin as the most wholesome foot cov from either side before you bite into ; next. Among the stories he is fond
ering yet devised, but very few are
of telling is that of a bishop who
sanguine enough to hope that fashion
was walking along a canal towpatb
will permit its general use. Next to
when he heard a bargee using very
the moccasin, so we are told, is the
strong language to the horse.
The
shoe that not only permits the foot
bishop remonstrated in stately terms
to perform its normal functions unim
and pointed out that such profanity
peded, but strengthens it when in use.
was most unseemly. The bargee lis
This is the shoe that, instead of pinch
tened respectfully and then scratched
ing the foot or forcing it into abnor
his head ruefully as he replied: "It’s
mal shapes or positions, actually fits
all right, gov’nor, I sees what you
It
raban, and I ’ll speak quieter like. But
I ’m afeard as how it'll be a bit lone
some like for the hoss.”
Ascertain Your Specialty.
Not every man has equal earning
ability or financial judgment. But ev
W a r Over a Glass of W ater.
ery man has certain talents that may
The war of the Spanish succession,
be used to better advantage than they
in which the great duke of Marlbor
are. Don’t try to do the other man's any more. Then take another load and ough played a brilliant part, was said
job. There is one thing that you can move It in after the same fashion, to be the outcome o? a glass of water
do better than any one else. That and so on until you have come to the at a ball at the Tuileries in Paris.
In the
ability developed means money for outside of the new ditch.
One of the court ladies had ex
you. Then use a little horse sense and meantime have one man along with a pressed a wish for a drink of water
crowbar
to
dig
stone
and
a
plow
team
save for the future, or for that en
in the hearing of the British and
larged business you are dreaming to turn loose on the ditches as soon Spanish ambassadors, who hastened to
as the first plowing has been carried
about.
get it for her. Returning each with
out.
In other words, don’t try to
a tumbler, they found the fair bird
plow
with
the
grader.
Not
until
you
W ithout Race Prejudice.
had flown and was dancing with a
Five-Year-Old Henry had been en have raised the grade to what you French statesman. The English dip
want
it,
and
are
clearing
out
the
joying the company of the little
lomat accidentally, it is presumed
Then scrape them down to
daughter of his family’s colored cook, j ditches.
brushed against the Spaniard and up
a smooth surface, and carry the
He came into the nursery, looked at
set the glass he was carrying. This
Meanwhile a harrow ridiculous incident inflamed the jeal
Ruth, his baby sister, for a while and scrapings in.
and
a
packer
can
be
used
to
good
ad
said: “Mother, when Ruth grows up,
ousies of the nations and turned the
vantage on the grade compacting the
I do hope she’ll be colored.”
balance in favor of war.
soil.
And after the whole job is complet
ed, and you have a well-rounded road
way built, drive back and forth with
W E S O L IC IT T H E P A T R O N a wagon until you have made a path
AG E OF T H A T CLASS OF D E 
The Antiseptic powder shaken into ! that others will follow.

ALLEN’S
FOOT=EASE

the shoes—T h e S t a n d a r d H ein le d y to r the F e e t fo r a Quarter
__________ Icentury. 30,000 testimonials. Sold
Trade-Mark, everywhere, 25c. Sample FREII*
Address, Allen S. Olmsted,

Le Roy,

N .Y .

P O S IT O R S
M ake your purchases
W oods ad vertisem ents.

from M aine

The Man w h o p u t th e E E s In F E E T . i

ABSOLUTE

P R O F IT S

COLLEGE

Maine’s Greatest School of Business, ^aine"’
Offers untold advantages to those interested in securing a
PRACTICAL E D U C A T IO N leading to profitable and influ
ential positions. Our Curriculum.
BOOKKEEPING
NATION vL BANKING
COMMISSION
TRANSPORTATION
CORPORATION ACCOUNTING
COMMERCIAL LAW
COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
RAPID CALCULATION
BUSINESS GRAMMAR
LETTBR WRITING

PUNCTUATION
PENMANSHIP
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING
REPORTING
WHOLESALE ACCOUNTING
DUPLICATING
LETTER FILING
CIVIL SERVICE PREPARATORY
BRANCHES

A teacher’s normal train in g course in Bnainess ami Shorthand,
Maine teaching Stenotypy

Only school in

Mail us this coupon and you will receive our handsome
illustrated catalog.

«►
jlT E R E S T

IN V E N T IO N T H A T
DOES A W A Y
W IT H A LO T OF T R O U B L E .

Makes Practically Impossible the Loss
of Compression, Which is Such a
F ruitful Source of Complaint.

Loss of compression is not often
laid at the door of piston rings, at
least not for a long time in the life of
a car.
But when a ring begins to
permit gas to pass it there is but one
remedy, and that is a new set of
rings. Not infrequently the gas es
capes past the ends of the rings, even
when carefully fitted and particularly
when all the ends of all the rings come
in line.
To obviate this source of trouble
one manufacturer has devised a ring
that practically does away with any

New Form of Ring to Prevent Leak of
Compression.

SAFETY

GUARANTEE

St. and No.

AND
RATE

F A L L TERM O P E N S SE PTE M B E R 15, 1914
Address Bliss Business College, Lewiston, Me.

R E U N IO N
DEN.

AT

EM B-

The Cleveland reunion was held at
the old Cleveland homestead at Embden, Monday, August 24, 50 members
of the Cleveland family being pres
ent.
A fine picnic
dinner
was
served, after which was helld
the
business meeting with the following
officers .elected fer the
coming
year:
President, Allen R.
Cleve
land; vice president, H. R. McKenney; secretary and treasurer, Effilla B.
Wentworth; committee on arrange
ments, Wm. R. Jackson, Chas. A. MeKenney, Allen R. Cleveland; enter
tainment committee, Carrie Jackson,
Nichols, Nellie McKenney, Ella B.
Wentworth, Edna McKenney, Odrey
Berry, Vivian McKenney,
Hellten
Pratt.
Voted to have beans baked in the
ground for the next reunioit dinner,
to he held at same place, Aug. 24,
1915.
Next In order came a literary and
knusieal program which was much
enjoyed and everyone had such a
good time it was no wonder one man
forget to ,harness his horse, but to
forgot his w ife was there and start
home without her wasi
we won’t
say any more about it Wise. Final
ly the good byes
were said and
everyone went home feeling the day
among old friends was well spent.

such possibility, even when the ends
are in line. Instead of the ordinary an
gle slot, the ends are dovetailed and
there is a tongue and groove part as
well, so that if properly fitted in the
first place little gas would evej>. es
cape.
Where such rings are fitted
Not Frequently Met.
but one is used as a piston, this be
A right measure and manner in get
ing the top one, as this is the ring that
is responsible for the principal part ting, saving, spending, giving, taking,
of the duty of retaining the gas in lending, borrowing and bequeathing
would almost argue a perfect man.—
th« cvlinder.
Sir Henry Taylor.
She Took Exceptions.

A woman was excluded from a
church in England because she sang
like a frog and spoke the responses
in what she called the “ Protestant
voice.”
An English paper recalls in
connection with the incident the
story of Elizabeth f ’ry, the Quakeress,
who was once “ testifying,” as Quakers
allow women to do, until she came
to the lines in I Corinthians where the
apostle says, "Let your women keep
silence in the churches.” She closed
the book and said in a firm, clear
voice, “ On this point S t Paul and 1
are at issue.”
S to p T h a t F ir s t F a ll

C ou gh

C h eck y o u r f a l l cou gh or cold a t
on ce— d o n ’ t w a it — it m ay lead to s e r i
ous lu n g trou b le, w e a k e n y o u r v it a lit y
and d e v e lo p a c h ro n ic lu n g a ilm en t.
G e t a b o ttle o f Dr. K i n g ’s N e w D is 
c o v e r y to - d a y ; it is pure and h arm less
— use it f r e e ly f o r th a t f a ll cou gh or
cold. I f B a b y or C h ild ren a r e s ick g iv e
it to them , i t w i l l r e lie v e q u ic k ly and
p erm a n e n tly .
I t soo th es th e ir r it a t e d
th ro a t, lu n g s an d a ir p assa ges. Lo o se n s
P h le g m , is a n tis e p tic and fo r tifie s th e
s y s te m a g a in s t colds.
I t s u re ly p r e 
v e n ts cold g e rm s fr o m g e t t in g a hold.
G u a ra n teed . 50c.
and
$1.00 a t y o u r

Druggist.

IS PHILLIPS SATISFIED?
The Evidence Is Convincing.
The
Testimony Open to Investigation.
Before a statement can be accepted
here, it must be supported by local
testimony—by the evidence of someone
residing in Phillips. Statements from
unknown people in remote places may
be true, but we cannot prove them.
Here is a statement by a Phillips)resident:
HZZZ
“ The public statement I gave sever
al years ago regarding Doan’ s Kidney
Pills, still- holds good,” says H. H. Vining, farmer, of Pleasant St., Phillips.
“ I have had no need of a kidney medi
cine since and I believe the cure is a
permanent one. I got Doan's Kidney
Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store, (now
Preble’s Drug Store), when I was suf
fering from kidney trouble and they
cured me in a short time. I hope that
other people who are suffering 'from
kidney complaint will be led to try
Doan’s Kidney Pills by reading my
statement. ”
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t sim
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Doan’ s Kfdney Pills—the same that
Mr. Vining had.
Foster-Milburn
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

m *

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
. Attractive.

WALL PAPER

F IR S T .

THAT

O UR
IS T H E

IN H IG H -

For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

«►

t SUCH S A F E T Y .

Phillips National
Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

C. E. DYER’S
M A IN E ,

STRONG,
MAINE
l E I h l f i ...................

-

PIANO TRUTHS
This is the time for

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.
•

Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin County.

City............
State .........

CLEVELAND

C O N S ID E R

E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H

Name.........

5

RING HOLDS THE GAS

O UR C A P IT A L , S U R P LU S A N D

i SAFETY,

BLISS

W HO

U

ERNEST L. MILLS,
TH E

When you place your order for a piano with a
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
above the wholesale price of the piano to cover his
“ S E L L IN G E X PE N SE ” and they charge you their
profit on top of that. I C H A LLE N G E A N Y B O D Y
TO D E N Y T H A T F AC T P U B LIC LY .

W A T K IN S M A N

Pleasant St.,

Phillips, Me.

CHAS. W . NORTON,
Church

S treet

-

-

F arm in gto n ,

M ain e

•>

M A IN E

13

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

SEPTEMBER

24, 1914.

Miss Am y Noyes of
W ilton is Durrell last week.
Mrs. Florie Simmons has returned
teaching the sub-intermediate school
fourth and fifth grades.
She is home from Dr août, Mass., where she
was caring for Mrs. Jane Landers.
boarding at Charles Ohamberlfain’s.
A balîl game at Kingfield Saturday*
Mrs. Lizzie Cole was expected
afternoon
between the North
New
li'dme from Rangeley to care for her
Portland team and Kingfield team re
sister-in-law, Mrs. A llie Witham.
Resident of Kingfield for Many E. Emmons Tufts enters Harvard sulted in a score of 6 to 9 in favor
i Law school! this fall.
H e goes to of Kingfield.
Sunday, September 20, w ill be ob
Years Passes Away.
Boston Saturday.
Clarence Wyman was at home from served as Rally Day in the Sabbath
Boston from Saturday to Monday. He school of Grace Universalist church.
(Special Correspondence.)
A m’eeting cf the Ladies' Aid was
is taking a course of stenography in
about
Klingfiell/d, Sept. 21.— It was seven Burdett’s Business college, at the called Wednesday to decide
o’clock when a merry party of young completion of which hie w ill return the annual Harvest Suppier.
The subject of the
lecture at
people boarded a four horse
'hay to Brockton, Mass., to his
form er
Sunday
rack for a straw ride around the position with, the Adams
Express Grace Universalist church,
evening was Maud Ballington Booth
“ Square.”
They forded the river Company.
In the
at A. E. Savages’.
When they
Mrs. Emma Wyman returned from and her work in America.
arrived at I. F. Durr ell’s sum Boston Saturday where she has been morning, Rev. A. P. Bailey preached
mer cottage a large bed of
coals with tier daughter, Mrs. Lora M c a forceful sermon from II Psalms,
was ready for roasting the corn Mullen for several weeks. She lias verses 2 and 4i, speaking upon the
which was furnished by Dana Tufts. been away four weeks and
whilfe European war and the political]! situa
Following the corn-roast a general away visited her son George at Bel tion in our o.wn country.
Alt the special town m eeting held
good tifcive was enjoyed by all.
As fast and sister, Mrs. Mary Cunning
Saturday afternoon it was voted to
they started from, Durrelil’s
three ham at Sears port.
hearty cheers were given for DurJohn Soule of Farmington and Dr. complete the sidewalk on Riverside
rells, at whose place a party always Badger of Winthrop ¡have
amount
finished street and appropriate the
has a fine time.
The remainder ofj their camp at W est Kingfield. Th ey necessary for this purpose from tine
the trip was passed telling
stories have the finest of fireplaces ¡made of overlay.
and singing.
The tost rally of the season was a
cobble stones and artistically set by
Electric lights are to be installed stone masons.
Fay Lane has just Republican one amd
was held at
at the Universajiiist church. Dr. O. given the cottage a coat of paint.
French’s ball!, Saturday evening with
W. Simmons having full charge.
Reginald Schafer returned to Heb Hon. H. S. Wing as the chief speak
Bora to Mr. and Mrs, Guy Gordon ron Academy Monday.
He was ac er.
on Sept. 18, a 10-pound son.
companied by Milton W ing and Berne
A Free Curtis Ball w ill be given at
Charles Sawyer of Farmington was Mitchell, who w iil enter that institu French^ hall, Kingfield»
Thursday
in town Thursday and Friday, taking tion this fall.
evening, September 17. Music w ill be
views for his hand painted platinum
Miss Miriam Schafer has gone to furnished by Peerless orchestra.
prints.
Lewiston and w ill enter Bates Col
Quite a number of people from
Miss Blanche Stanley o f Chester- lege tlids term.
town attended the fair at Madison
ville is working for Mrs. C. J. Long
Lou Carville came home Saturday Wednesday. Chas. Page entered his
ley.
from Spring Lake.
Her
brother horse for the races on this day. W.
Mr, and Mrs. Frank Knapp return Stanton was here for a few days be D. Page took a party dotovn by auto.
ed to their home in Lawrence, Mass. fore returning to Hebron
Academy
Miss Dorris Wilkins went to Grono
Saturday.
Monday o f this week.
Tuesday, where she w ill take a
Orren Tufts is at home from Cham-' Miss Florence Weymouth is at course in Home Eeonofmiios at the
berlain Lake where he has been fire; home frcpn Pickford’s Camps,
Ran- University of Maine. Clifford W inter
warden during the summer. H e will) getey.
also enters the U, of M. this fall.
soon go to Dead River scaling under; Mrs. W . D. Page lias been visit He le ft town Tuesday. Currier W ey 
J. E. Voter for the S. D,
Warren ing relatives in Gardiner,
mouth returned to U. of M. Tuesday.
Paper Company.
Rev. L ily R. Schafer returned to Lawrence Wood is already there for
An eight pound daughter was born Lewiston Monday.
his second year.
to Mr. and Mrs. A llie Witham ManMrs. T. M. Parker of Phillips was
J. GLenwood W inter
returns to
day, September 14.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Harlan
Bowdoin College the last
of
tlie
(week.
Miss Madeline W inter re
turned to Westbrook Tuesday.
Cobum Butts was at home
from
Norway from Saturday to Monday.
Mrs. F. O. Merchant and daughter
Shirley arrived home Saturday night.
They have been visiting Mrs. Mer
chant’s brother, Cecil French
and
w ife of Lynn, Mass,, and in Boston
for the fall millinery.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Mottram of.
Phillips autoed to K in gfield Sat
urday, taking Miss Mabel Gatclie.il to
lier home in Madrid and bringing her
back to Kingfield Sunday night.
Chas. H. McIntyre, Wjn. D. Brown,
E. L. Farrington of Low ell
Mass.,
and F. E. McIntyre of Keene, N. H.,
arrived in town Tuesday night and
w ill pass two weeks at the McIntyre
cottage, Tufts pond.
Mrs. Cora Knapp and son Cylde of
Phillips are stopping with lier son
R. D. Knapp for the present
and
Clyde is attending school here.
Mrs. Lucy Jane Landers, who died
August 26, at the home o f her daugh
ter, Mrs. E. S. Caswell of Dracut,
Mass., was a resident of this town
from tine time of her marriage to
W illiam Landers, until about three
years ago, when she went to Massa
chusetts.
She was 82 years of age,
the daughter of Simeon Knapp and
the last of a large family of child
ren.
Her husband enlisted In the
Civil -war as a volunteer for
nine
months, but was taken sick with ty
W e find a distinct pleasure in announcing the
phoid fever just before the expira
fact that we have secured the local agency for
Gon of his tflnie and died in
the
South, leaving three small children
world-famous Regal Shoes. You may now select
to be cared for by the young widow.
correct-style shoes for every purpose—for there
Mrs. Landers was brought up a Uni
is a Regai last and leather for every business, idl
versalist and was always strong in
ing or social need.
the faith.
She was a member
of
the Parish of Grace Universalist
Regals are too well known to need any special announcement of
church, Kingfield, and was much in
their superior quality, but to gain an idea o f what is correct for
Fall, inspect our showing of advance Autumn Models.
terested in the welfare of the church.
She always made something for the
“ N ASSA U ”— $5.00
annual fair.
i f she could not do
Made of selected King Calf. Narrow, back-slope toe; flat sole;
fairly broad shank; invisible eyelets; broad flat heel. Provided in
much she did not forget.
She is
Black and Tan.
survived by three children, Mrs. E.
S. Caswell of Dracut, Mass., W illiam
Landers o f Tewksbury, Mass.; Mrs.
B. T . Stanley of Kingfield and fiv e
grandchildren», W. S. Stanley, Miss
Agnes Stanley, Miss Apphia Stanley
of this town; Miss Rena J. Landers
of Tewksbury, Mass., and Glen B.
Caswell of Dracut, Mass. The fun
era!) sendees were lie^d
Saturday
August 29, at the home of her daugli
ten, Mrs. B. T. Stanley of Kingfield.
A forjmer pastor, Rev. L ily R. Schaf
er, assisted by Rev. Anna Pailey pas
tor of Grace Universalist church, o f
f related.
A ll of the children
an
three of the grandchildren
w er
present.
Th ere were many beauti
ful flowers.
Interment was mad
in Sunny side cemetery.

HAY RACK RIDE
AND CORN ROAST

T h e S e d g e le y S to re

Coats

We have a large assortment of
neWiCoats for fall and winter.
Prices; $7.00, $7.50, $8.00, $9.00
$10.00, $12.00, $13.50, $15.00, $17.00,
$18.00 and $20.00.
Prices o f Children’s Coats; $2.00
to $6.00.

FaH Hats
Ready-to-wear Hats; $1.00 to 3.00

UNDERWEAR

FOR LADIES
& CHILDREN

Fleeced L in ed a n d Wool
Ladies' Vests and Pants to size 44,
Ladies’ Union Suits,
Ladies’ Wool Vests and Pants,
Children’s Vests and Pants,
Children’s Union Suits,
B u tteric K

C.

Patterns

M.

C a rrie d

. $1.00
.
.
in

.
.

25c.
50c.

S to c K

HOYT,

N o . 2, B e a l B l o c k , P H i l l i p s , M e .

R E G A L S

25c, 50c, 55c.
50c to 53.00

F a r m e r s * T e l.

P u r e C re a m T a r t a r
C re a m T a r t a r Substitutes
—

The A m erican S tan dard o f Shoe Value
a n d S tyle Make T heir In itia l B ow

A ND —

at TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE
Hadn’t Heard of Him.
The hostess asked the solid man of
her guest list to take a talkative
young woman in to dinner. The girl
did her best to keep up the conversa
tion. Only once did the solid man de
sert the unfailing affirmative, and that
was when she asked: “ Do you like
Beethoven’s works?” “ Never visited
them,” he replied.
“ What did he
manufacture?” __________

Center of United States.

W ouldn’t you like to own a

S m a rt

IT

M AINE
THE

PAYS
TO
A D V E R T IS E
IN
M A IN E W OO DS.
LOW A D V E R 
T IS IN G RATES.

UHatcb?

Come In And Price
You w ill be agreeably surprised. You
will find our watches to be just as good
time pieces as they are trim and stylish
o f build. W e will enjoy showing them
to you.

The center of area of the United
A . G.
States, exclusive of Alaska, Hawaii
and other recent accessions, is in P H IL L IP S ,
northern Kansas, about ten miles
north of Smith Center, county seat of
Smith county, in latitude 35 degrees
and 55 minutes, and longitude 98 de
grees and 50 minutes. The center of
population is 51 miles south, and 657
miles east of the center of area.

SUBSCRIBE NO W FOR
WOOD8.
GET A L L
LO C A L NEWS-

S t v lis b

Certainly you would. Then why not?
I f you think it ’s too expensive just

C R O N K H IT E ,
-

-

-

MAINE

